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THANK YOU
BELIEVES IN FAIR PLAY
The Liberal desires to thank the PETITIONS FOR
Editor Western Liberal,
press of the Southwest for the kind
g
Dear
INCORPORATION
mention made of our Annual Miny
I
a believer in
ing Review and Holiday Edition of
ARE FILED would like to propound a few
last week. To the people of Lords-bur- g
questions to those advocating the
who have made us feel better
the incorporation of Lordsburg.
by the kind compliments we also
1 believe the Liberal's intentions
Qualified
Majority
Voters
of
Over
a
extend our sincere gratitude.
good in its zealousness for
are
Sign; Petitions Will be Acceptincorporation,
However,
the
by
Monday
the County
ed
other side should have its just
Special Mining Edition
Commissioners
publicity,
Faris V. Bush, editor of the Wesenough
Are not taxes
tern Liberal, spent yesterday here
incorporation?
without
taking in the carnival. lie left
Lordsrequesting
Petitions
that
Shall we throw the town into
this morning for Silver City where burg be declared an incorporated
he will spend Christmas with village, signed by over a majority the "gang" rule and let the
friends. Mr. Bush this week issued of the Qualified voters in the pro moneyed interests grab ahold of
a special mining edition of the Lib- posed town of Lordsburg, will be Lordsburg?
eral in which he reviews mining submitted to the Board of County
Have we not gotten along for
conditions in and around Lords-bur- g Commissioners at their regular years without incorporation; and
and southern Grant county in meeting on January 3 at Silver City why now?
a most thorough and able manner. by County Commissioner B. B.
Shall we incorporate and let
He predicts a steady growth of the Ownby.
the "bosses" rule our city?
milling industry in southern New
For the past two weeks the incorLet the people answer these
Mexico and is doing his best, poration advocators have worked
through the medium of his bright steadily until they are satisfied questions before they sign the
little paper, to bring prosperity that more than a majority of the petitions for incorporation.
to this section of the country
Yours truly,
qualified voters in Lordsburg have
The Deming Headlight.
signed the request. With the pe"FAIR PLAY" '
tition, a bond of $100 to cover the
On last Tuesday the Silver City expenses of a census and a survey,
Children's Hair Cut at the Parlor
Independent issued its Resource will be filed and work will proceed Barber
Shop will be 35c for children
and Progress Edition which was at once to ascertain its correctness. under 14 years of age, beginning Janone of the finest pieces of printing If a majority of the voters have uary 1st.
ever gotten out in the southwest. signed, Lordsburg will at once be
The edition contained much valu- declared incorporated and a civic
High class tailoring, cleaning,
and altering. Ladies and Gentle- able information regarding Silver body elected.
City and its surrounding country
There are over forty more names mens suits made at home from $18.00
$40.00.
See M. F. Farrer, the
and should be an important factor on the list3 now being sent to the to
in bringing people to that region. County Commissioners than were tailor. 4.
Messrs. Lusk, Leeds and Phillips on the petitions which expired by
A fine line of toilet articles. Per
Many who
signed
are to be congratulated on their limitation.
facial creams, soap, etc. Just
against incorporation have joined fumes,
good work.
received.
Call and look over the big
those who stand for progress in gest line ever brought to
Lordsburg.
Lordsburg
no
is
and
mining
of
doubt
In the
review
there
Mrs Stevens.
last
week's Western Liberal an article
written by F. A. Jones, giving an
excellent resume of local mining
A
New
conditions, was
In the
article reference was made to the
Arizona and New Mexico railway
In plain and simple language, and with
as being a branch line operated by
each word
the El Paso and Southwestern syswith
and sincerity,
tem. This is an error which the
we
you
offer
the compliments of the season
Liberal is pleased to correct. The
A. & N- M. railway is owned and
you
and
our
for your goodness
controlled by a corporation not
to
during
us
year.
affiliated with the E. P & S. W.

STEINS
SPECIAL FEATURES
On pages 2 and 3 and 6 and 7 of
Rev Hile of Lordsburg will
organize a Sabbath School at this week's Liberal we are publishSteins on Sunday afternoon, ing special features among which
are "Your New Year's Resolutions"
January 2nd.
and "Preventing Belligerents from
Jack Bennett, one of the oldest Violating Neutrality A Big Task."
pioneers in the Steins Section,
New Mexico State News in Engdied of heart-failur- e
on lish and Spanish; Western Mining
Review; News to Date in ParaDecember 28th.
graphs, are also expensive features
Mrs. Horace Stevens, J., of you
should read. Granite Gap, was the guest of
Mr. and Mrs Coon Wednesday,
CHRISTMAS MUSICAL
returning to El Paso Thursday.
. MILLIONS IN LIVE STOCK
The
musical program given by
At the last Natipnal Western
the
of the local Baptist
choir
Stock Show in Denver two years
Messers W a sh b u r n and
ago, the live stock trade at the
largely attended and
church
was
Maloney
Arizona,
of Paradise,
stockyards was in excess of seven
greatly enjoyed Sunday night. Evwere in the city Thursday with ery
million doljars during show week.
number was excellent and esg
It is predicted that at the coming
a broken
on their pecially the solos
which were
show the tradé will exceed ten milauto.
among the best renditions ever givlion dollars. There will be carloads of feeders, of fat cattle, hogs
Born: to Mr. and Mrs. Roy en in Lordsburg.
and sheep and public sales of pureHarper,
at the home of Mr. and
Proclaim the Tidings Grbriel
bred cattlq selectecf by the comMrs.
Cline at Gold Hill,
Frank
Choir
mittees from the principal purebred herds of the country. There
Thursday morning December 30,
Solo The Star of Bethlehem
will be pure-brestallions, breedan eight pound daughter. The
Arndt, Miss Lucile Veater.
ing hogs (all of the principal
proud daddy, grandpa and grandbreeds) and dairy cattle, to 'say
Amazing Love Gabriel, Bass
nothing of the fancy poultry.
ma are highly elated over the Obligado, Mr. Matt Mansfield
Stockmen all over the West have
and
arrival. The
Violin Solo Selected, Professacquired the habit of going to the
nicely.
doing
daughter
are
or Harold Nead.
Denver Show to secure new blood
for their herds, and as all of the
Solo S
miss Fay
stockmen are in fairly good cirNygren.
cows,
Jersey
Two
SALE
FOR
cumstances this year it is confiMale Quartette S
dently predicted that the trade in
will be fresh soon. Apply to
Messers Nygren, Gass, Hollinger
this line wjll be more active than
P. O. Box 318, Lordsburg.
ever beforq. In addition to this,
and Mansfield
many of the big stock feeders of
Solo Star of the East, Mr.
COMMUNITY TREE A SUCCESS
the East who have thus far held
The first community Christmas Sam Gass, Jr.
off in purchases of cattle for their
tree and entertainment may be callfeed lots ar$ planning to take in the
Thy Light is Come Oliver,
Sufficient
ed a great success.
Denver Shaw to purchase the fine
Choir.
feeder cattje on exhibit there, to
praise cannot be given to all of
replenish the feed lots in the states
those who worked so eagerly and
REDROCK
earnestly to celebrate the era of
where cattje feeding has practiA Mexican baile Christmas Eve
cally been stopped because of the
"peace and goodwill," which one
contagion.
could heartily wish extended the at the Redrock farm was largely
This big show will practically
wide world o'er this Christmas attended by the native element and
mark the successfulconclusio nof
didn't break up until morning.
time.
Mr. and Mrs. James Harper had
the fight that has been waged
The committee who had charge
against the
conof the tree and gifts provided two a tree Christmas Eve for their
tagion. It is conceded now ' that
large and shapely trees which were children and their neighbor's chilthe disease has been practically
illuminated with colored electric dren, where all were made happy
stamped out and stockmen are .prelights, in addition to these there by numerous presents and dainties
paring to restock their farms.'and
were several other powerful lamps with which Santa had generously
many or them will attend the Dento shed light and beauty upon the laden the treeDr. Cole, the Mammoth Cave ex
Your support has been generous to a dever Show for that purpose. There plorer, gave an interesting lecture
scene. No special presents were
The dance at the home of Ed Hill
is every Indication that the show
placed on the trees but a large was a grand climax of Christmas
gree,
beyond
even
our
expectations,
fondest
Wednesday
eve
at
the
Star
theater
in January will be the largest ever
number of colored bags containing Day. Everyone who didn't have
held in the West, both in point, of ning. Excellent vaudeville was al
and your many kind words conveyed to us
good things to eat for every child la grippe was there. The dancing
exhibits and attendance.
so a feature of the program.
in
the town was provided. Santa was fast and furious, the laughter
have been an inspiration and have served as
was there of course, a popular man and good cheer infectious, and
an impetus in many weary hours of toil.
whose disguise was quickly pene Jimmy and Taylor were the belles
trated by the sharp ones, he was of the ball.
none the less popular on that ac
The house party entertained
count. Bro. Huggett made a short by Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Woods from
Again we
you, and express the wish
and interesting talk then Santa, the Friday" until Tuesday was the gaythe new year about to be born may be
preachers and school teachers est, merriest crowd that ever jollied a jolly. The Christmas spirit
quickly distributed the gifts.
one of
prosperity, contentment and
The entertainment provided by prevailed from, start to finish,
happiness to you and to those who are dear to
the public school teachers at the Christmas dinner ending in a toast
Star was most successful. Every to the future happiness of one of
you.
one present was delighted at the the young couples present, followSincerely and
spirit and manner of the children ed by another toast by Bobby
yours
and students as each presented Woods that nearly exterminated
THE WESTERN LIBERAL
their contribution to the entertain- the whole party. The members of
AND ENTIRE FORCE
ment. The king, the secretary, the the party besides the host and hosspirit, the gifts. The various mem- tess were Miss Clarella Thomas
bers of the tableaux, the showman, and brother Tom of Deming, Miss
all entered into the spirit of the oc- Hazel Titus and her brother, C. W.
whatsoever but that by spring the
FEATURE TONIGHT
k
casion. Great praise is due the Titus of Mogollón, Sidney
city will be well organized into a
Vivian Martin in "The Arrival staff of teachers who did so much
of Santa Fe, Bud Harper
municipality, the hogs put off the
and James Ballou of Redrock.
streets, fire protection made a real- of Perpetua" will be the World's to make everybody happyization, and many other needed im- feature for tonight (Friday) at the
theater.
provements and changes effected. Star
Perpetua is a rich little girl, an
Those who have not signed the orphan,
with a guardian very much
A Beautiful and Complete Line
incorporation petition will find
older than herself. This man is
room
on
for
names
the
lists
their
an absent minded dreamer una
of Place Cards, Tally Cards, Ins
circulated by R. M. Reynolds,
ware
his responsibility to Per
Smyth,
Rev.
A.
J.
Land,
John petua. of The
girl wanted to live in
vitations. Hand Painted. ;The
Augustine, the Western Liberal
her guardian's house, but instead
and
others.
to her father's half sister,
Finest Line Ever put on Display
Incorporation means that the went
Miss Majerdie, an angular spinster
tax
Lordsburg
road
be
in
will
in Lordsburg. Call and Make
spent here. Fines collected from of 60, with a predilection for mon
parrots, cats and dogs.
arrests made in Lordsburg will go keys,
-:
:
your Selections Early.
Her
trials and tribulations make
into the city treasury.
an entertaining story well por
Taxes positively cannot be levied trayed.
over five mills at the most.
Why We Sell Low In The Grocery Department
Saturday and Sunday night speLordsburg will be afforded fire
features at 5c and 10c will be
protection which is greatly needed cial
shown
"The Dia
and will participate in the fire fund mond and on Tuesday
from the Sky."
which the insurance companies pay
We
)
to the State of New Mexico.
Ordinances can be made taking
FIGHT TO DRAW
hogs, burros and cows off the
Potatoes fluctuate in price
The ten round battle between
streets of Lordsburg.
Building permits will prevent Kid Fargo and Speedy Moreno at
with the market; but, no matthe erection of shacks and fire men- the Star theater Christmas night
went to a draw after one of the
ace where they are dangerous.
ter what the market, our
Incorporation will mean prog- hardest fought mills ever witness
Compare With Others
Get Our Prices
price is the lowest.
ress and civic organization which ed in Lordsburg. The two plucky
fighters were very evenly matched
Lordsburg lacks.
Sign the petition now and make and held their own until the final
Shrewd buying and a big
gong. Fargo tried hard for a
the majority stronger.
knock-ou- t
trade the answer.
in the third round but
WE CLOSE ALL DAY NEW YEARS
rould not make connection with
JONES HAMMER
the boy from the mines. Moreno
Your' patronage on trial ia
J. T. Jones of Tompkins Canon worked hard on Fargo and both
solicited
and Miss Lillie Hammer of Stand-le- made things lively toward the last
N. M., were married in Silver of the grind. Referee Gammon de
City last Thursday and left the clared a draw and it is likely that
Put us to the proof.
same evening for Standley to spend the two fighters will have it out on
February 6.
their honeymoon.
Kid Smith of the Liberal force
The groom is a prosperous
rancher and cattleman, arid is well and Battling Lopez fought six fast
i
and favorably known here, being rounds resulting in a draw. Both
boys
gave
showed
a
to
cleverness
and
Love
brother
Felix, Rufus and
If You See It In Our Ad It Is So
the fans their ' money s worth
Jones.
The bride has been a private Smith is a youngster who is look
Lopez has
teacher in the Richardson ranch ing very promising
THE ROBERTS & LEAHY
home for the past six months. The been in the ring for several years
newlyweds will reside at Tompkins and stood some hard blows but de
MERCANTILE CO INC.
fended himself well.
Canon.
REVIVAL MEETINGS
of the
The revjvat meetinr
Lordsburg Methodist Church will
begi.: Sunday evening, January 2.
Rev. G. II., Forman, a
evangelist will be here for the
meetings which will be held nightly. Special music will be rendered
ench evening. Rev. Forman ia one
of the best known evangelists in
the West fcrtd has been a great power for gooc in many communities.
He is an interesting and entertaining speakef and he will no doubt
be welcomed by large crowds during his sojpurn here.
well-know-
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past
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May Prosperity and Happiness
Attend ou Through the New Year
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greet

great
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Just Received
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In the Drug Department
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A Happy New Year
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potatoes
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We Can
Prove ItS

Buy In Carload Lots and

Take Advantage of Discounts
and
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Wc close all day New Year's

We Close At 6 O'clock E. M.
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NOTICIAS DEL
ESTADO
O

Interés para toda la flentt

OF WORLD

WCCDKEN

tHU Try

Nm grvlc.

Nuevo Mexico.

33.

broüxia

montb. Vulilu

twltd.

de Nuavo Mexico.
Western NewmHPflr llnlnn

Ka.
ir.Lc&e
a.m.

CAMP Mo. 88
tn4 a th Pmurduy Bl(kt a
K. of P. HALL
O. ti.
r.. M.

Flhr,

H. M . Krynnlila Cim
Farmlngton tuvo un árbol munici
pal de Navidad.
Roy pronto tendrá una nueva
Iglesia metodista que costará alredeLORDP BURO LOTW3E No. Ifí
dor de $2,500.
Mwt rwy Moiirin y ni ht t í n'tilnsk
VUitlug broiher. inviixd lo uend
La enfermedad crlptognmlca de las
1. 8. Jnhnaon, N,
peras ha hecho su aparición en el
H. M. Kryoold,
condado de Dona Ana.
Se está construyendo un nuevo Sunset Rebckah Lodge No. S3
puente sobre la cañada de Bull, una
milla al oeste de Montoya.
and M Rfiturdaja
Hmu 1tefct-Id
mouth.
El Señor y la Señora L. S. Ogle, de
O. Y. JrrrtM. I,
Mr.
Roswell, celebraron su quincuagéslmo-octav- o
A. C. Marrar. Sacratatry
cumpleaños de bodas.
Los granos están tomando la plaza
Pyramid Ledge No. 23.
de la alfalfa como cosecha de mas im
K. of F.
portancia en el condado do Otero.
.Meatlna avarTTnea. abanto.
El banco de Reserva de estado, á
más de 100 millas del ferrocarril,
Vlultln brother tnTlt4.
abrirá sus puertaB al negocio el 3
R. D. P.MTTH, 0.0.
enero.
1. 1. HiUiNl, X.H.
i.
El superintendente White ha divi
dido la suma de $165,239.11 entre las
BLAINE POILLIPI
BKOWN,
escuelas en todos los condados del J. 8,
estado.
Se anuncia que se establecerá en
Deming una fábrica da "pop" ósea un
producto que da más intensidad á la
gasolina.
Poco menos de una semana después
Investment
de la muerte do su marido, William
Bnasch, la Señora Baasch falleció en
List tour PRormitTiKS and
East Las Vegas.
SBCUKITIES WITH VB.
Harry Glrouard, un jóven de Mesa
Redonda, cerca de Tuoumcari, es
CO.
muerto, á resultas de tomar veneno PHILLIPS-BROW- N
en vez de quinina.
Los hombres de negocios de Las
Vegas están apoyando el proyecto de
Samson Iron Works
planta de fuerza motriz sobre el
Stockton, Cal.
cañón de White Rock.
Varias poblaciones del condado de
Manufacturer of tho famous Saraaon
(Ido, tho Samson Centrifugal Pump,
Otero, Weed, Avis, Piñón y Mayhill y
and the Samson 8 to 8 Pull lraotoa.
otras, están en un periodo de actividad en la construcción de casas.
THE BEST 1ÍTQ.. Oo. Inc
La junta de la ciudad de Wlnslow
OF SAN LEANDRO. CAL.
ha convocado una elección sobre la
TraoMeai
cuentión del permiso de franquicia BfisoltneTraotlon Engine. Steam
Engine, Oaaollne Combined Harveatara,
pnra una planta de producción de gas.
Steam Combined Harveatera,
Ross St. Clair de Doretta, L. D.
Hone Harveatera,
Hunt de Quay y Ben B. Wetmore de
"BEST" FREIGHTING WAGONS.
Roswell, lian sido comisionados notarios públicos por el Gobernadqr McFIRE INSURANCE?
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their conduct or carry out their resolves. They obey Goethe's dictum:
"Seize ,his very
power and
Boldness has

.

magic in it."
And so It happens that the Hrge army of people who wait for the Nev Year before effecting
a reformation In their lives are seldom successful In carrying out their Intentions. They are
not possensed of the spirit of energy anu resolution necessary to achievement. It may bo
argued that it is better to make good resolution
even though they are not carried out, than not
to make them at all. This- - Is open to question,
however.
Unless one is absolutely determined
lo do what one has decreed. It Is perhaps on the
whole better not to make promises to oneself.
Unfulfilled resolves continually repeated, tend to
weaken the character, and to reduce one's faith
In oneself. Just as resolutions put Into practice
are conducive to strength and
Very little tends to overbalance the resolutions
of the average person, .n fact, many people welcome any excuse to exonerate them from the
carrying out of their resolves. One individual
determines, let us say, never to lose his temper.
Ho cornos down on New Year's morning with a
set smile on hli face. Alas! it Is short-lived- .
The whole world seems In conspiracy to drag
him back to his former frame of mind. The coffee is cold, the letters which look so alluring
prove to be chiefly bills and beggins epistles, he
falls over the doorstep as he leaves the house.
All these minor annoyances, which. If rightly
mot, would have helped hliu to conquer his weakness, serve but to throw him back Into his
original state, and before evening be is as bad
as ever be baa been.
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can made resolutions.
It needs a strong maa lo keep
them. That is perhaps why New
Year resolutions ore bo often
futile. The strong do not wait for
high days uml holy ilays to amend
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AGENTS

FIDKLIT

Donald.
El valle de Mesilla

general New Year's
resolution, that of getting up at a certain time
When the day dawua, any reain the morning.
son whatever is grasped at to evade this. The
weather Is too cold, the alarm was not loud enough,
he Is sure his watch Is fast, he doesn't really
feel well enough to rink getting up earlier than
usual, ami. after all. he asks himself, is there
any real reason why he should? A thousand-aud-onexcuses the averagu individual will make to
himself rather than perform what he has designed
to do. The world is full of wobblers of this kind,
and the more they wobble the weaker they beOr, take

another

very

e

come.

Another reason perhaps why the average
so seldom achieve their purpose Is
that they attempt too much. They make two,
three, sometimes six resolutions at once, whereas
to carry through one resolution successfully is
quite an admirable feat.
As Thomas a Kempls says:

THE FRENCH FOREIGN LEGION
describing an officer, said that Just to look at him made one feel martial.
He did not say warlike or bellicose: the idea he wished to convey was much more subtle.
In the presence of this officer one assumed the military attitrude of mind and body.
however, obThis Is a phenomenon that escapes the attention of most people--womserve It. Practically every nonrallltary mnn at the Bight of a well set up, fully accoutred
soldier instinctively assumes something of a military bearing. And when the drums roll
and a marching column of soldiers (lashes into view the civilian Involuntarily throws back
his shoulders and steps out with a tens), measured tread.
And as with civilians, soVith soldiers. The ordinary regiment becomes more military In the presence of the crack regiment The crack regiment itself gains something more when in proximity to a
detachment of troops of heroic, almost legendary, fame, such as the Foreign Legion.
The Legionaries handle campaigns of their own, and probably no body of troops has ever done such
constant and arduous campaigning. But France over and over again has used them also as leaven
among other troops. They stiffen the mass, and m3n emulate their actions.
The Legion was sent out to the Crimea and got no special credit for covering Itself with glory, as
that had been expected of It, but did reflect great credit on the judgment of those who bad sent It out
to help to Inspire a whole army.
The queen of Brain 80 years ago was in a hard fix with a civil war on her hands. The Carlista,
whom she waa fighting, were Just as good soldiers as her own. If not a shade better. Then the Queen's
generals had an Inspiration of genius. If they coulj only get the French Foreign Legion Into their
army they felt the shade of advantage would move over to their side. So the queen bought the Foreign
Legion from the then king of France, and for lour years the Legion belonged to Spain.
In the present war, part of the French Legion nis been sent to the trenches of France and FlanderB
and Alsace and to the Dardanelles. Part of It remiina In Africa, Its normal habltrt. doing some mighty
rigorous campaigning in the Moroccan part of France's wonderful new African empire.
as volunteers In the French army are put In
The Americans and othjr foreigners who are
contact with the Legionaries, and this, while glvin? them scope for their fighting qualities and assuring
them an opportunity for genuine campaigning, is the highest measure of protection for them. It guarantees them against foolish rashness, as well as against being led into traps or losing their head In critical
H MAUPASSANT,

en,

en-oll-

moments.
Fighting Is routine work with the Legionary. Just as sailing a yacht Is to the expert mariner. The
winds may be different on each trip and the craft is never handled twice In the same way. but the expert knowledge of the technique of his trade makes the Legionary and the skipper each acquit himself
of his task In finished fashion.
Officially the Foreign Legion Is composed of eight thousand men. In reality It Is understood It has
nearly double that number, and the Legion becomes readily a whole army corps, with the addition of
some of France's colonial troops.
Irish, Scotch, Swiss. Italians and
France for hundreds of years had regiments of German, English.
preient Foreign Legion may be considered as dating
other foreigners enrolled In ber armies, but the
says that the enlisting colonel may accept a man even
from 1831 One briof rule In Its constitution
though he does not present a birth certificate or Identification papers. Wherefore the names of the
EngllHh and American Legionaries have heen Smltli, llrown and Jones; of Germans Muller, Schwart
tin French. Petoit. Legrand anu Leclarc, and so on.
and Weiss; of the Italians, Rossi and Groasi; aofwarning
lecture. "Don't you know what the Legion Is,
The recruiting officer reads the candidate you can
do Severe campaigning In Africa or In China for
n.ionrT Hurely there Is something better
Is no bed of roses. You bad better think It over
a sou a day. or a few sous as you begin to advance,
riav or two. No? You already are aware i Very well, mon cher enfant," and his tone changes as
.
.
rwaks as a colonel to bis soldier: "There is a glorious career down there for the right kind. If
good "d faithful soldier you may go far. Good luck!"
you are
g
what army the candidate has served In and
The recruiting colonel can generally tell at a ante
In the latter case he Is discreetly questioned on the point, and
r ho tia hppn a sergeant or an officer.
i
In auiraested. for his own beneflt. that he confidentially Inform his colonel when be arrives at the
European army Is usually taken Into the
nnarturs In Africa. One who has been an oUccr In
corporals' class and may be advanced within a couple of years to be a sergeant of the Legion,

ahora está recibiendo cheques elevándose ft $500
cada semana por leche y nata expedi
das A la lechería de El Paso por sus
we
vice
"'If eery year we could root out one
según dice J. A. Smith
would sooner become perfect men." Impatience rancheros,
El disparo de armas de fuego en
is at the root of many defeats. It Is customary
nowadays to sneer at th-- virtue for which the toda la ciudad" no será considerado
name of Job Is synonymous, but those who say un buen pasatiempo durante el baile
that patience is the virtue of an ass or a beggar's de año nuevo que se ofrecerá por los
virtue are not so wise üb the Spanish proverb- - miembros de la reunión de Cowboys
en Las Vegas.
maker, who said:
"Patience! and shuffle the cards." Most people
El Censo de escuelas de Nuevo MeX'
shuffle the cards eagerly nough, but the patience ico muestra ganancias totales de 5,-is lacking. Seeking to grasp the stars at a bound 647, y unas pérdidas de 1,145, ó sea un
they fall back to the earth.
aumento neto de 4,502 en un gran toAnd so, if people at Jie commencement of a tal de 110,93!, tn contra de 106,437
New Year adjusted the! desires In accordance el año p. pasado.
with their abilities, and instead of sighing for the
El establecimiento de un Club Inunattainable made the ery most of the oppor- dustrial de muehachos y muchachas
less
would
hear
tunities vouchsafed to them, one
en meses próximos es la ambición del
of broken resolutions and wasted lives.
Profesor L. C. Mersfelder, el nuevo
"Do the duty which lies nearest to thee which superintendente de estado para la
thou knowest to be a duty,' said Carlyle. "Thy educación Industrial.
secotl duty will already have become clearer."
J. E. LaRue acaba de ver el fin de
la temporada de trilladura de frijoles
The Turning of New Leaves.
en el rancho, de H. B. Albertson en
Good resolutions have almost gone out of fash Milis. Tiene un crédito de 200,000
longer
year
we
no
night
of
the
Ion. On the last
libras esta estación, con un promedio
sit down to review our past lives and resolve to de 500 libras por acre.
be "better and wiser" than we have been In the
John Laconish, el muy conocido
past. "It Is of no use making resolutions. I never
Rio Rojo que fué
can keep them," Is the plea that is usually prof- minero de oro del por
una explosión
It is com- seriamente herido
fered. This Is a mistake, however.
en
bu mina de - Independencia hace
helping
one)
clock
(an
alarm
resolve
to
mendable
en el hospital de
to get up half an hour earlier than usual in the dos semanas, enfalleció
Roswell & resultas de
morning, even though It results as, alas! it too los Mineros
often does in one getting, up half an hour later. sus heridas.
Deming tuvo un carnaval de NaviIt is what one aspires to be that counts.
If people could Uve more in the present It dad de cuatro días.
would help them enormously In the keeping ol
Los hombres de sport que han
good resolutions. So many people persif.l in be- visitado los varios puntes de caza
ing Just a little ahead all the time.
abajo de Albuquerque expresan la
"Tomorrow," they Bay, "we will reform," but opinión de que, & resultas de la ley
the tomorrow of their imaginings never dawns. federal sobre los pájaros migratorios,
Ancient and modern philosophers have agreed las patos salvajes están aumentando
as to the dangers of procrastination. Such wide- en número.
ly diverse people as Horace, the Latin poet who
El reporte anual del Pacífico del
flourished In 65 B. C, and pushful persons who
muestra
flourish (exceedingly) at the present day, Join suroeste en Nuevo Mexico
ganancias de $3,156,000, ó sea un pro
issue In this particular.
"Who begins, possesses half the deed," sayi medio de $12,215 por cada milla de
El
operación en Nuevo Mexico.
Horace.
número total (ie pasajeros llevados
"Dare to be wise; make a commencement."
"Do It now." Is the curt command of the mod- fué de 180,277.
Eugenio
Flores, que plantó ocho
ern apostle of "Hustle." Again, Horace says, "II
you are ignoran', how to live aright, give place acres de tomates la primavera p.
posada, recibís en dinero de la
to those who have learn id the lesson."
"Get on or get out," says a manikin, following fábrica do conservas de Lakewood y
In more concentrated, if 'ess courteous language
da exportaciones por express, la suma
the same line of thought on a somewhat lower de $420.35 por el producto de la superplane The one was concerned with the things ficie plantada.
of the soul and the spirit; the other with worldly
Poco después del primero del año
advancement. Thero are some who contend thai la Comisión de Corporaciones de
the two cannot go together, but If (as has been Estado hará una visita por todo el
contended by many men of wisdom) what a man estado, teniendo sesiones é InvestiIs Is of more Importance than what he has, It la gando unas protestas con el fin de
well to make spiritual advancement as the yean llegar al establecimiento equitativo de
go by. ir we have not made progress, we have las tárifas de ferrocarril.
gone back. The soul never stands still. Time hai
El Juez de distrito Edmund C Ab
no terror for those who have learned wisdom.
bott no admitió el alegato de conten
encia ft la demanda en e! caso de la
Pass thou, wild heart,
compañía de Banco y Confianza da U
Wild heart or youth that still
S., una corporación, demandante, en
Hast half a mind to stay.
de Alvón N. White y otros. El
contra
1 grow too old a
comrade;
que el salarlo de un
considera
juez
Let us part.
empleado de estado no puede de esa
Pass thou away.
manera perderse, pues el sueldo per
Some people drag the follies and Immaturltiet tenece al gobierno hasta el momento
of youth Into old age. There Is wisdom In ad en qu9 lo recibe el empleado.
justing oneself to time, to profit by past experi
Las licencias de caza y pesca de
ences, and to acquire that sense of proportion 1916 serán de color amarillo canario,
j
which refuses to magnify trilles Into tragedlea en material de lino, con permiso
and to worry over the inevitable.
embarque y talón' adjuntos.
s
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VENDOME HOTEL, LORDSBDEÍ

"The Town with a Futurel"
JONES PAYS THE FREIGHT
BUY MONUMENTS BY MA IT.
10 TO 20 PEU CENT

SAVE

;

Write for Drawings and Prices
E. A. Jones, Roswell, N. U.

Assayer and Chemist
GEORGE W.

'CAMEON

BeprefnttlTe For
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Acid

Made from the celebrated CI If tos
Ores. Free from Antimony and Arsenic.
HIGfl ELFCTRICAL ENKRGY.
Gives more satisfactory results la
Reduction Works than auy Chemical,
ta the market,
A long freight haul saved to tht
consumers In both states, Arizona
and New Mex.
Prices in competition with tha
Eastern Markets.

Copper Co.
Arizona
UPTON. RIZON A.
C

A

FAYWOOD HOT SPRINGS.
for Rheumatism, Stomach Trouble,
'Kidney Ailnvnts, Inflamatlons, Af
lenal Hardening. Locomotor Ataxia,
Nervous Breaking etc Perfect Treatment, Perfec Climate. Health, Pleasure, Large Modern Hotel. Booklet.
T. O. MoDkrmott.
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WESTERN LIBERAL.
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TO PROVE MOOTED THEORY

WESTERN

E1EUTRALITY BIS TASK
,

Customs Authorities of the Port of New" York Never Before Had a
Situation to Deal With Like That Created by the European War
Efficient Bay Patrol Assisted by Swift Destroyers
Keep Constant Watch on Outgoing Vessels.

.

Y
Y

port

New York la a neutral
,

It is neutral despite the presence
here of vessels ot all nations.
"These vessels are free to come and
go as long as they observe the neutrality laws of the United States.
Dudley Field M alone, collector of
the port, !a charged with the responsibility for the enforcement of these
laws.
Mr. Malone has been without precedent to guide him. No other collector
of this port ever bad to deal with a
situation like that created by the war
in Europe.
from the outset he has been determined, so far as his district is concerned, to prevent any act on the
part of any of the belligerents which
would compromise the neutrality of
this country as defined In President
Wilson's proclamation, says the New

York Herald.
The need for prompt and vigorous
action was emphasized by the Kron-prinThe records
Wllhelm episode.
of the custom house show that this
vessel cleared in a proper manner.
The authorities had no legal right to
detain it.
Becomes Commerce Destroyer.
Yet the facility with which the
Kronprinz Wilholm was transformed
from a peaceful merchant vessel to
a commerce destroyer as soon as It
was on the high seas caused the government to turn Its attention to the
activities which became manifest on
board other steamships that were in
the harbor.
Mr. Malone immediately organize.!
a neutrality bureau, consisting of
about a hundred customs officials
These men were assigned to various
piers and stations where vigilance
seemed necessary.
Each man was held to a strict accountability, but Mr Malone set them
a splendid example, for night after
night he was out In the harbor, in
wind, rain or cold, either on a torpedo-boa- t
destroyer or one of the government's fast launches which have been
assigned to neutrality duty.
The formalities attending the clearance of a vessel were made more
strict, a closer inspection of the loading of cargoes was instituted, and to
z
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Collector Dudley Field Malone.
guard against a vessel attempting to
leave the harbor without clearance
papers it was arranged to have some of
destroyers
the speediest torpedo-boa- t
in the navy stationed in the Narrows
off Quarantine and in the sound off
Whitestone. Cables were laid and at
tached to a buoy, from which direct
connection could be made with one
of the destroyers on guard at either
station, so that it would be possible
to telephone direct from the custom
house to the commanding officer at
any minute during the day or night.
Private telephones were also placed
at each pier around the harbor, making it possible for the meu on guard
to get into instant communication
with the collector's office.
No Chance to Get By,
Under this arrangement ás soon as
a vessel has cleared at the custom
bouse notice is sent to the torptftlo- boat destroyer on guard, and no ves
sel Is allowed to leave the harbor un
til the commander of the destroyer
has received word from the custom
bouBe that, clearance has been granted.
The efficacy of this supervision was
tested when the steamship Pathfinder,
ignoring the signals to stop, steamed
rapidly past Quarantine and was
down in the lower bay before the destroyer got under headway. The de- panting boat was speedily overhauled
but even then the captain refused to
atop until a solid shot was fired across
his bows. He thereupon decided to
take no chances on what might hap
pen next and returned as ordered
to the Quarantine station, where he
was detained until a proper clearance
was produced!
Several other boats
have been stopped in like manner.
The vigilance of the "neutrality
quad," as Mr. Malone's army ot
husky watchers has come to be known
among the harbor folk, .la evidenced
by several incidents. Two one time
United States torpedo boats, the Por
ter and the Winslow, which had a
speed of from twenty-fou- r
to twenty'
sis knots, bad been condemned by
'

the navy department and sold. They
were purchased by a machinist and
boiler maker and stored in the Erie
basin, where they remained several
years, neglected and uncarcd for.
Soon after the war broke out they
suddenly became the objects of great
activity. A number of workmen ap
peared on the scane, the decks were
scraped and painted, the engines and
machinery overhauled and the boats
soon took on the racy, businesslike
appearance which had distinguished
them when they were on the active
naval list.
Sale Falls Through.
No explanation of this sudden
change could be obtained, so customs
guards were placed in charge of the
boats day and night, with Instructions
to forbid them leaving the pier until
the collector had given permission for
them to do so. The owner then appeared and stated that he was negotiating the sale of the craft and that
they wen to be taken up to the great
lakes. It was shown to him that all
that would be necessary to make the
vessels effective fighting machines
would be to mount a couple of torpedo tubes on the decks, which still
contained the ringbolts and the bases
on which the torpedo tubes had for
merly been mounted.
Also it was shown to the owner that
as there were two British cruisers on
guard outside of New York harbor,
the possibilities in cose these torpedo
boats should fall into the bands or
irresponsible parties were too serious
to be lightly disregarded, and that if
the vessels were sold they would not
be permitted to leave the custody of
the customs authorities until the identity of the new owner and his purpose of acquiring craft of this type
were fully Investigated. The negotiations for the sale of the boats apparently fell through, for at the present
time they are still In the hands of
the same owner and are still under
the supervision of the neutrality bureau, day and night.
The great fleet of German and Austrian passenger and merchant véasela (27 of the former and four of
the latter) now tied up at the docks
in the New York harbor has been
under the constant surveillance of the
"neutrality squad." These vesaels are
not interned. They are merely
and, so far as the United
States Is concerned, are quite as free
to come and go as the ships of any
other nation. If they so elect. All that
the customs authorities demand Is
that any cargo taken aboard shall conform strictly to our neutrality laws
and the vessels clear according to the
proper formalities.
Vast Amount of Work.
A trip around the harbor In the
launch Neutrality, which is always,
ready to respond at a moment's notice
to an emergency call from Mr. Malone or any of his subordinates, gives
some Idea of the vast amount of work
and the tremendous responsibility Involved in keeping the port of New
York' neutral.
Exorbitant freight rates and the certainty of obtaining cargoes have
drawn ships of all descriptions from
all sections of the globe to these waters. The oldest sailors say they have
never before seen such a large and
fleet of tramp ships as
there is now In the harbor. Any sort
of craft that will keep afloat is welcomed by shippers.
Millions and millions of dollars'
worth of war supplies purchased by
the allies are awaiting shipment. The
volume of exports now going out of
New York from week to week fur exceeds any previous movement of the
kind from any port In the world In
the history of modern times. The
shipyards of Europe, America and
Asia have been ransacked; craft that
had been assigned to the scrap heap
has been resurrected and put into
Some of these ships
commission.
have made more money for their owners on a single voyage than their
actual worth In the market.
The
skippers are not particular what sort
of cargo they carry. Dynamite or gunpowder, automobiles or mules are
all the same to them so long as they
can get the benefit of the high rates
which this
traffic bears.
Passing under the shadows of the
great German steamships tied up at
their docks in Hoboken after the manner in which an ice company Is forced
to stable its horses In the winter time,
a tour of Investigation soon leads to
scenes of unusual activity along the
piers at Weehawken. The huE' grain
elevators operated by the Wem Shore
railroad are pouring wheat by the
hundreds of thousands of bushols Into
the steel hulks of vessels tttaming
under the Norwegian and Danish
flags.
A little
further aking the
French steamship Kangaroo 1, loudJng
with tons and tons of steel billets to
be used in making firearms cud ammunition.
Freight Piled High.
Across the way another big steel
freighter, scheduled to steam for
Vladivostok, Russia. Is taking on a
cargo that Is of unique character.
It b composed In part of steel rails,
the steel frames and trucks of freight
cars and the dismembered parts of
war-tim-
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NEWS

certain little Philadelphia girl is
dlHtinguished chiefly by her fondness
for cats and kittens, which she much
prefers to dollB.
Several days ago she was sitting on
the sunny steps of the front porch,
tenderly nurjtlr.g on her lap a
kitten very Binall as yet, but
sturdy and full of promise.
"What a pretty kitten!" remarked a
neighbor in passing. "What do you
call blm, my dear?"
"I call him Allies," was the reply.
"Allies! I think you roiift mean
Alice, do you not!" suggested the lui'y
with a smile.
"Oh, no, not Alice! His name Is Allies," corrected the child. "His right
name," proudly, "Is George Albert
;
Nicholas Peter Victor Emmanuel
but father says that Is a heavy
load for such a little fellow to carry,
so I call him Allies for short."
As the lady proceeded up the
street she heard a childish voice say
tenderly: "Come, Allies, we must go
In. It is time fur you to have your
rations."

Í
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Gliddea Tow Wimtr

5 Passenger, Cray &
Davis, ElectrloLteht
and Slartsr, 25 H. P.
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The Colorado Cartercar Co.
1636 Broadway

i

Denver, Colorad

LIVE AQENT8 WANTED

PATENTSS
SPORTIVE

Jof-fre-
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HookNt

rt. Il'iffe

CAREER NEAR

END

Was In Position to
Prophesy With Confidence as
to Kitty's Future.

Mr. Plpwillow

Mr. Plpwillow looked at hie garden, shook his fist at hla neighbor's
cat, then, humming a hymn of felino
hnte, made his way to the nearest

drug store.
Tn minutes later he was tempting
the offender to his garden once more
with a saurer of milk and something
With Cutlcura, the Quick, Sura and which came from a bottle bearhig a
Easy Way. Trial Free
red label.
"Hallos!" came his neighbor's voice,
Soap,
Bathe with Cutlcura
dry and blithely, ovor the fence. "My cat been
apply tho Ointment. They stop itch- troubling you ugain, eh? It's a playing instantly, clear away pimples, ful little way o' cats to make a racblackheads, redness and roughness, re- ing track o'
cabhage-ratch.- "
s
move dandruff and scalp Irritation,
New Mexico.
heal red, rough and sore hands aa
"1 suppose It Is," said Plpwillow,
The Block Cloud mine near Magdawell as most baby skin troubles.
gently, as tabby was purring over tho
lena has resumed operations.
Free sample each by mail with Book. saucer. "Perhaps yours has nearly
Activity In the mining districts Address postcard, C'uticura, Dept. L, finished
I
his training gallops.
near Carrl.ozo Is on the increase.
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
wouldn't be surprised If lie's doing his
The Southwestern Oil Development
last lap now!"
Didn't Need the Ball.
Company has been organized at CoTwo
neighboring
football
clubs
had
lumbus.
Her Mental Stntus.
rivalry-raThe Silver Cell group of mining been drawn together. Local
surely was a paradox you
"That
playfeelings
of the
claims, near Silver City, Is to be de- ers, riot with tho
into the fumlly, my d"r?"
and hard knocks were the order brought
veloped extensively.
do yo'i mean?"
"What
of the day. At the end of the first
you got oirt of
cook yo.
M. M Crocker Installed a gasoline half each side had scored a goal,
and an "The
intelligence ofiico."
hoist at his wolframite mines near several men had beer, wounded and
Gage, twenty miles west of Deminpt, winded in the fray.
Youth is going to do things toand will sink his main shaft.
Neither side being able to add to
The Azure Mining Company has tho score, the game resolved itself morrow that old tige didn't do yester
taken over the Contention mines in into a free fight. At last the ball col- day.
the Tres Hermanas mountains south lapsed, and someone volunteered to
of Denting, from S. D. Swope, which go for a new one.
are paying zinc mines.
"Oh, never mind a ball," shouted a
That practically the entire top of player from behind a bundle of banDark Thunder mountain, a few miles dages; "let's go on with the game!"
Nine times in ten when the fiver is
from Twin Peaks, is an immense body
right the stomach and bowels are right.
Gray Hair bat Tired Eyei
of low grade zinc ore, is a discovery make Kot
us look older than we are. Keep
your Kyes younji and you will look yonntf. CARTER S LITTLE
recently made by Paul Crowley.
HEAL YOUR SKIN TROUBLES
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Park.
Work at the Ruby Copper Company
the old Mansfield camp is exported to Ftart up again in the Patagonia district the first of the year.
The Tom Heed has drifted into the
ore body on the 1,175 or twelfth level
of that great mine and finds it as
rich at on any of the other levels.
The fhsft in the Ooloonda Extension in the Kingman district encountered stringers of ore at depth of 350
feet which give high values In gold
and Bilver.
Twenty-fivstudents of the University of Arizona are taking the
mine rescue course under the Instruction of the workers with the government mine rescue car for Tucson district.
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Arizona,
"J
Construction work on a dam nf fcn1
bin; ccfion will J)e begun soon.' :
Copperfield
Porphyry Copper Mining Company began the work of ex'
plotting Us big acreage neor. Mineral
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String of Names Left
to the Sympathies of
Its Small Owner.

Newjnpr Union New ServUt.
Metal Market Values.
Lead, N. Y., offered 15.4.
'
Bar silver 54c.
i 4. SO.
Spelter. St. Louis
Copper, casting $19.50.
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Fuji, the Japanese
of Mrs. William B. Neador Adamson
of Philadelphia, is not only & beautiful, healthy and loving little Japanese
child, but is also the living exponent
by which the theory of the Influence
of environment over that of heredity
is to be proved. The child Is to be
given a real American training and at
twenty-onto be permitted to decide
whether she wants to live in Amorica
or Japan. Meanwhile all her Inherent
characteristics are to bo made a matter of record.
foster-daughte-

r

e

a couple

of powerful

locomotives

of

the latest pattern, and iu part of mis
cellaneous freight, consisting of supplies for army use.
Lighters piled high with largo
crates containing motors and automobile bodies of various makes are In
evidence everywhere around the hur
bor. The spaces between the piers
of the Bush Terminal docks are con
gested with freight of this charac
ter, and the scene Is one of remarkable commercial enterprise.
The Neutrality picks Its way along
cautiously until in less crowded wa
ters, then makes a dash across the
deupper bay to the torpedo-boa- t
stroyers stationed at the Narrows.
The investigating party no sooner
clambers up on the deck of one of
them than a telephone bell rings aft
Lieut. George M. Lowry answers the
call und returns with a message for
a member of the "neutrality squad"
from the office of Mr. Malone. The
destroyers have steam up and aro
ready to make a dash if the occasion
should arise.
Beyond the Narrows, in Gravesend
bay, in what has been designated by
the harbor authorities as the loading
ground for explosives, several ships
are taking on dynamite,
or some other form of high explosive In quantities sufficient to
make you shudder at the mere thought
of what might happen if one of the
boxes carelessly swung from the lighter alongside should slip from the
block and tackle and fall to the deck.
All barges carrying explosives are
required by the municipal ordinance
to fly two large red flags, one at the
bow and one at the stern, and at
night to display two red lanterns.
City In Danger From Explosives.
MoRt of them paid littlo heed to the
regulation. They were traveling up
and down tho harbor, each with
enough picric acid or other high explosive to raze the city, with no red
flag flying or other Indication of the
dangerous cargo they were transporting. The attention of the "neutrality
8uad" was called by Mr. Malone to
this carelessness.
The customs guards are also forced
to keep rigid watch to see that no
explosives are loaded on passenger
ships.
It 1b likewise art of their
duty, under the law, to .irevent ship-par- a
from loading gooda rnder a false
Classification.
In enforcing neutrality Mr. Malone
has not lost sight of tf fart that
the motive of patriotism which Impel:!
all alloiis in the United States to
want to be of utmost service to their
respective countries is perfectly un- dcrstundable, but It has been his con
stant purpose to compel the representatives of all nations to realizo
that they can only serve tle causa
of their governments by keeping
within t! lnuits a.nd prohibitions of
our neutrality laws.
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WOLF

Young Minnetota Hunter Chases
for Several Miles or, a
Motor Cycle.

Ani-m-

il

Balaton, Minn.Two boys, Evold
Bylander and John Bollman, bugged
a
wolf recently In rather a
novel way.
They were out bunting one boy on
the motor cycle and the other with a
gun in the side car when they spied
the wolf and gave chase. After it
wild ride of several miles, they made
a successful long shot.
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Make the Liver
Do its Duty

LIVER PILLS
gently but firmly com v
pel a lazy liver to A
00 its outy.
Cures
had stipahoii,

After the Movies Murine Your Eyes. Don't
tell your ase. Murine Rye Kemedy Co.,
CMcago, Sends Kye Book on request.
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Wyoming.
:
CARTERS
The Big Horn basin In northern
In Willie's Dream.
PTJITTLE
Wyoming is the scene of unusual en"Wasn't that a tunny dream 1
thusiasm and aotlvity In oil and gas
because of several recently completed last night?" said little Willie to his
Sick
mother.
oil and gas wells.
"Why, what did you dream, dear?" Headache,'
There is more activity about the she
and Distress After Eating.
asked him.
oil lands adjacent to Lander at the
"Why, you know; you went with me SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE,' SMALL PRICE.
present time than there was fifteen everywhere,"
Genuine must bear Signature
was his refly.
or more years ago, when louder had
the only producing field in tho state,
Piles Relieved by First Application
the Dallas field.
And cured in 6 to i dayt br PAZO OINTMENT,
Drilling into tho second strata of the universal remedy for all furms ot PiltjK.
LOSSES
SURELY PREVENTED
oil sand In the Elk Basin tho Ohio Oil Diucuists refund uioaey if it fails. 50c.
pills.
tir Cutttr't fittckl
Imw- Company struck a real gusher and
prfiv.i, fnMh, rvii.tlilo: prt'Orrctl hf
His Way.
vt fHivrri tiitcKjni'n
utjiutuite iiiojf pro-opened a well that is believed by oilShu Aren't you just devoted to
where
other vaociafl
tct
fall.
Write for booklet and testimoníala,
men to be the largest struck in any animals?
I,
pkfl. Btarklrg Pill $1.00
m
H
I
Wyoming-MontanM..mé XhsÍ
of the
pl gB. Blackleg PilU 4.00
oil fields.
lie Well, I do like roast lamb when
TTse any Injector, but Cutter
bent.
The furmrlnrltr of Cutter products fs rtiie to qrer lft
The Hudson Oil Company brought it's well roasted and served with
reara of BtwrinMrlnj In vaccinal and lorumi amy,
in their ninth producing well at Lan- mintsauee.
trilst on Cutter's. Tf unoMalnahle. order rtlrvvt.
THK CUTTER LABORATORY,
Berk .ley, Catitomla.
der, at a depth of 1,150 feet. While
Smile on wash day. That's when you use
not a ilowlug well as is No. 8, it is
PARKER'S '
Cross lliijr i!!ue. Clothes whiter than
as good a producing well as the com- Red
HAIR BALSAM
now. All grocers. Adv.
pany have, and is the last one they
toilet preparation ot
JIel to eraulic&tn dandruff.
will drill this winter.
For Raatorinar Color ani
Very Much So.
Bauty
to Gray orFdr! Hair.
pue, ana iji.mm unurg mim.
"What a fresh complexion Miss
Colorado.
Olaáys has!"
At Ltadvllle the American Smelt"Yes; uhe's Just put it on."
W. N. U., DENVE.K, NO.
ing and Refining Company Is expending about $250,000 in making Improvements at the Arkansas Valley
smeHors, where tlx furnaces are now
In action.
Company has
The Ingersoll-RanDrachms!
declared a dividend of ten per cent
Contenta lSFInid
on it3 common stock.
Shipments from the doop workings
Tot
and Children.
.351
of the Jerry Johnson mine at Cripple
Creek were held up through road con-!

r&

BUCK
m

a

.,

ditions.
It is reported that Summit emmty
mines have produced $1,7X8, "88 in
1915, dredgers taking $859,507 of this
amoun..
At Cripple Creek the C. K. & N.
mine shaft has been sunk to a depth
of 850 feet, and from the levels,
drifts and stopes Beveral thousand
fett In extent, ore slightly exceeding
$2,000,000 has been produced.
In Gilpin county the Pioneer Mining and Milling Company seems destined to be the leader in opening up
what undoubtedly will be one ot the
greatest sections of
ground ever opened in the county.
Clea:1 Creek county reports that
five feet of gray copper ore has been
t
cut un the
level of the
Oneida property at Freeland that is
worth $20 per ton. The ore is under
an old stopo which yielded $000,000
many years ago.
Anent tungsten, at the Colorado
School of Mines the assistant professor of metallurgy, E. J. Ditties, has
engaged to examine the heubncrlte
ores In the Ward district which carry
from $0 to $40 per ton in gold in addition to a large percentage of tungsten.
The Vindicator Consolidated Gold
Mining Company distributed, checks
for an extra three per cent dividend,
involving a cash expenditure of
and making fifteen per cent for
the year on a par value of $1,500,000
g
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The prodigal use of jewelry by
many of our citizens serves to remind us that we are not far removed from our barbarian and
ancestors.

WESTERN LIBERAL
PUBl.ISHFD FRIDAYS.
FORMS CLOSK THURSDAY EVENING

semi-civilize-

Do You Read Labels?

Nnr
Pn.t OffW at
Mfiiro, at Smnd Cía Mail Matter

Entrrrd at

h

Lor.i-hun- t.

housewife to carefully read the
labels on all food articles.'
The laws of most states compel
food manufacturers to print tha

TRICES
SUBSCRIPTION
Thrtm Montha
ti t
115
8ix Montha
W
On Year
Subscription Alwaya Payabl. in Advanca.

"Where are you, Auntie?"
Ruth's merry voice rang through
the house.
"In the kitchen, dear, looking for
some lost rice."
"What in the world do you
mean?" Ruth asked, appearing at
the kitchen door just as her aunt
closed the refrigerator and said
in a discouraged tone:
"Well,
someone has eaten up that cup of
cooked rice I had meant to put in
the chicken soup. What in the
world am I to do?"
"Easy," said Ruth.
"Stick a
shredded wheat biscuit in the oven
for a minute, then crumble it into
the soup. It will taste just like
noodles."
And along went Ruth.

ingredients of their products on
the label, and this enables con
Burners to distinguish healthful
foods from those which may ba

F. idav, December 31, 1915
A NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTION
Politics, during the comirnr. year, are
going to be tremendously important. A
great many state and city officials are
to be elected in the various states, but
the big fight is going to be for national
good time for
control. Right now is
you to resolve not to vote for the agitator, the demagogue, the revolutionist.
The country is on the verge of great
prosperity. We have a bumper crop ;
the Panama Canal ; war orders aggre
gating millions of dollars ; the South
American republics are opening their
doors to American manufactured goods
and the American dollar is becoming the
world's standard of exchange. The
situation is unprecedented. It is not
the time to try experiments in govern
ment. Any radical departure from the
tried methods of government is apt to
prove disastrous, and the country should
stand solidly opposed to radical change,
Business should be let alone. Adequate
railroad legislation should be passed to
enable the railroads to resume expanCanital should be allowed the
sion.
same freedom that labor enjoys. There
has been too much politics during the
past few years. Let us resolve this
year to let patriotism stand before all
other considerations. Let the farmer
join hands with the business man for
mutual benefit, and serve notice on Congress that only legislation that means
prosperity and progress will be accept
able to the country.
Would you like to be thought
stronger and more resourceful than
the average man in Lordsburg?
Would you like to have others ad
mire you and look up to you? The
recipe is simple. Have something
good to say about everybody, about
your neighbor, and about your
town. Boost, even if you have to
go out of your way to boost. Lend
a helping hand. Have some word
of encouragement always ready for
the fellow who is down on his luck,
People will think then that you
can afford to do it; that you are so
successful and so prosperous that
you can see only good in every
thing. It is the man with the petty grievance the small man who
knocks. Remember that, and try
to be above the small things. A
good deal of the old feudal idea
still remains. The ancient lords
could afford to be magnanimous.
Their motto was "Noblesse oblige
Their nobility gave them certain
responsibilities.
They were the
leaders. People looked up to them
and depended on them.
That
"Noblesse oblige" is a good motto
to adopt today, even when there
are no hereditary lords. It is a
motto that the everyday man can
adopt and profit by. If you keep
boosting everywhere you go, others will unconsciously recognize
in you a leader. They will put you
down as a man who helps because
he is stronger than others. If you
don't believe this, try it for awhile
and see if it's not so.

spent here stays here,
but the money sent to an
house is lost to this community. What does it profit you to impoverish your town and help to
build up a town somewhere else?

deleterious a

baking powders aro
of pure cream of tartar,
derived from grapes. Dr. Price's
Cream Baking Powder is a type of
the highest grade. It is pure and
healthful beyond any question.
de
The
baking powders
ere made from alum, a mineral acid
High-gra- de

made

low-gra-

salt.
their

Most

physicians

use in food.

phosphate.

DR. PRICE S CREAM BAKING POWDER
Made from Cream of Tartar

'

V

after marriage, at great

FIRST NAT'L BANK OF LORDSBURG

REALTY BARGAINS
80 acres patented land within a
mile of Lordsburg.
Brick house
$3,000.
md improved property.
3ee sample of crop at Western Lib- aral office.
HOGS, CATTLE AND HORSES

Always The Best
Of What?

milch cows; 7
)rood sows at $9 per head ; six gen-;l- e
pony mares at $45 per head. For
information see F. V. Bush, Lords- ourg, JN. jl.
Jersey-Herefor-

save

in the pocket DEPRECIATES.
In the bank it IX
PAND3. A person with a $100 check in his pocket likely will go
all day without cashing it With a similar amount of evmicy
there is a tendency to SPEND A LITTLE. The check remains taUct
A cerson likes to KEEP IT INTACT.
So it is with a bank account.

iTUREENCY

HOUSE FOR SALE
House, good as new and now
ented. Will sell for ?1,200 or
'600 down and balance on short
,ime. A big bargain if taken at
nce. F. V. Eush, agent.

oust state whether the contents'
Include cream of tartar, alum or

d

But wouldn t you think a com
SAN SIMON LAND
scheme oi education
Will sacrifice 160 acres of land
would have made sure of these vi(unimproved) one mile southwest
What a lot of people need is a tonic tal things earlier?
f San Simon. In the artesian belt.
for the intellect
e
quarter section 35.
Southeast
IS SCISSORS GRINDER
price and terms. See Faris
An easy mark by any other title
A RAILROAD TRAIN? V. Bush, U. S. commissioner, Lords-our-

Some men court In baste and repent
In court.

mon-sens- e

Fine bottled wines, and all classes
of Lio.ursq. A special holiday line of
WHISKEY - WINES & CIGARS
For the Best Keg Beer in town call
at the Clifton Bar. Bring your Xmas
liquor trade to

Reas-nabl-

g,

would be JuBt as foolish.

Can a scissors sharpener who
It Is possible for a man to be a
and who has a wheel that
whistles
failurD without having failed.
There Is always a mystery abont
how the people next door live.
Sometimes a man tells the truth because be can't think of a suitable lie.
JOSH BILLINGS'

PHILOSOPHY

I think I would rather trust ml faith
than ml Judgement.
The uncertaintys ov life, are Just
what makes It endurable.
Next to a klear conshieo ce, for solid
kumfort, cums an old stm.
f
About
that even the wisest
man knows It mere theory.
one-hal-

If a man hat a good rrrtikle or rehe doesn't hav to advertise
it to And a market.
ligion,

The devil was never known to de
sert bis friends in Á tite spot, but gits
tnem into a titer onn. and then dui,
I beleave novr
th.t I woold rrither an
only son of taina could pla a good
game of
rrionte than to pla well
on the ackordir.n.

Yung man,

tt yu want a cheap

obitu-

ary notiss, le, yure hair gro out. drink
whUkee, an d rave to the full moon,
and dl In Vae gutter.

Ai y eneral thing the philoso phers
or the world bav spent mutch ov
their t'.me eating stewed terraplmi. and
then telling other pholks how
they are.

Money

out-of-to-

'mm

1916

wobbles and grinds be classed as
a railroad train?
This is a question that is today
agitating three departments of the
state government the land commissioner's office, the state corporation commission, and the attorney
general's office. Assistant Attorney General Harry S. Clancy is
struggling manfully with the legal
phases of the question, while Land
Commissioner Robert P. Ervien
Commissioner
and Corporation
Hugh Williams are feverishly pacing the floors of their offices,
awaiting his decision.
The trouble started when an Italian scissors sharpener, who struck
town last week, insisted in operating in the neighborhood of the
state capitol. The Italian possess
es a whistle that resembles the wail
of a lost soul, and its operation at
frequent intervals seriously dis
turbed Commissioner Ervien, who
was busily perusing the funny column of his favorite Philadelphia
paper. In an effort to secure relief
he sought out Commissioner Williams and demanded that the state
corporation commission immediately take steps to restrain the grinder
from whistling except at crossings
"Hughey" was willing to do the
right thing, but wasn't sure of his
authority. "If we can class the
lizard as a railroad train," he said,
referring to the Italian, "we sure
will make him conform to the rules
of the road." Finally the two of
ficials decided to put the question
up to the assistant attorney gener
al, and advanced on Mr. Clancy,
The latter admitted that the pos
session of a wheel that wobbled
and ground put the scissors sharpener in the same category as certain rail lines in New Mexico, but
he expressed grave doubt that this
fact classified him as a railroad
He asked for time to examine the

N. M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Laa Cruce N. M., December 10, 1915.
Notice la hereby given that John W. Walker
)f Playa.. N. M., who. on July 7, 1916, made
Sechomestead entry No. 011946, for
tion 6, SK'SEVi, Section Í, Township 27 S.,
Range 17 W.. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
totice of intention to make Final five-yeProof, to establish claim to the land above described, before J. M. Trippe, U. S. Commia-lione- r,
S. BROWN,
at Playas, N. M., on the 20th day of
January 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ben F. Orr, Playas, N. M., John Croom,
Playas. N. M., Jno. B. Wade, Animas. N. M., XVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVw
P. ill. Euan, Playas. N. M.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE
Register
Sec 17 Jan. 14
Make Your

THE CLIFTON BAR
J.

Proprietor

VMitVUVWWUMX

Headquarters at the

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of tha Interior. U. S. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M., December t, 1916.
Notice la hereby given that Hayes Shemp
of Rodeo, N. M., who, on February 11. 1913,
made homestead entry No. 08045, for Lota 1,
2, 8, 4, Section !6, Township 28 S.. Range 22
W.. N. M. P. Meridian, haa filed notice of
Proof, to
intention to make Final three-yeestablish claim to the land above described,
before Asa O. Garland, U. S. Commissioner,
at Rodeo, N. M., on the 19th day of January

Hotel

LORDSBURG, NEW MEXICO

1916.

Claimant names as witnesses !
Steam Heat.
William O. Shugart, Paul E. McCarty, J. D,
PRIVATE
Jordan, R. A. Wiley, all of Rodeo, N. M.
Special notice is hereby given the State of
New Mexico of the above intention to submit
final proof.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE
Register X WWVWV
Dec 17 Jan. 14
WW

i

Cold Water. Electric I Iphts.
BATfclS. REASONABLE RATES

Hot and

i Central Location Restaurant Adjoining
WW

WWWW

WWWVWVW V

wvwvwx

f

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
EDGAR W. KAYSER. Cashier.
Presiden .
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office JOSHÜA 8. RATNOLDS.
tVALTKR M. BÜTLEH. Asst. Cashier
JA8. GRAHAM MoNAUY, Vioo-- l :eBident,
at Las Cruces, N. M., December 10, 1916.
.
t.
Q.
T. WOUKB Aest. Cashier
iV. L. TOOLEY.
Notice is hereby given that Alma H. Wilson
THEMay
of Hachita, N. M., who, on
16. 1912, made
homestead entry No. 07116, for NE, Section
10. Township 80 S., Range 16 W., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make
Proof, to establish claim to
Final three-yethe land above described, before George Edmonds, U. S. Commissioner, at Hachita, N. M..
3ZXj
on the 20th day of January 1916.
AND SURPLUS
CAPITAL,
800,000
Claimant names aa witnesses I
4,AOO,000
DEPOSITS
Dave Burta, Walter Mitchell, Tom Berkley,
Dot Upshw, all of Hachita, N. M.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE
Register
cent,
Dec 17 Jan. 14
paid on
Accounts.
4
Correspondence Is luvltod from those who contemplate opening initial or additional
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
accounts in El Paao.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M.. December 11, 1916.
Notice Is hereby given that David Franklin
Deposits made by mail are promptly acknowledged.
Sellards of Lordsburg, N. M., who, on December 7, 1915, made homestead entry No. 012845.
for NE4. Section 14, Township 24 S., Range
20 W.. N. M. P. Meridian, haa filed notice of
intention to make Final Are-yeProof, to
establish claim to the land above described,
Bush,
V.
U. S. Commissioner, at
before Faria
Lordsburg, N. M., ou the 26th day of January 1916.
Claimant names aa witnesses :
J. A. Leahy of Lordsburg. N. M., W. W.
Carlo,, of Steins, N. M., T. J. McCant of Steins,
N. M., F. O. McCauley of Lordsburg, N. M.,
G. A. Porter of Steins. N. M.

First National Bank
PAGO,

TTnlted.

Assets

States Depository
Savings

interest

per

Remorseless Time in its silent
course and ever onward flight,
The Sfoi-f Jane
statutes.
bearing upon its ponderous wheels'
was
srood
Jane
a
but she had
tirl.
Commissioner Ervien states that
the cares of mortals and fate of nations has borne us on to the open been an only child and it had made he will insist on action by the cor
to t he bad.
poration commission. He says that
ing oi a new year. The old vear a difference
Then, too. Jane's mother had the with a campaign coming on next
with its toils, troubles and di'sap- foolish
idea that it "was fine to slave year it ought to do something of
jjuiiiLniem.3 nas gone oy into the
in the kitchen, washing dishes and spectacular beneht to the common
..c.ci iciuiiimg past ana as wo peeling
potat oes, vrhile Jane dolled peepul.
iook iortn into the dawn of the new up,
sat in the. front room and read
In the meantime the Italian con w4sT t4
jear, we imagine, no doubt, there trashy
4sr
e
novel s or thumped
will be brighter days and better
tinues to grind through the city,
on
pian-ithe
whistling as he listeth Santa Fe
iruiigs, nut that will depend upon
Feed & Livery Stable
Then whijn Jane grew older and New Mexican.
coinage, inspiration and individual
had
to
course
be
of
"educated."
questions:
Have
Impertinent
cíuiri. i nere are two sides to life nothing
wjuld do but a polishing vou any real aim or object in life?
&
ungni siae ana a dark side and
a
ii we want sunshine we must travel school, wb re they teach you most
(food attention.
Mock
Boanllnfr
trtren
hammer.,
.winger,
of
and
anarchbU
Let
everythini
t except the things that K'alcontententa and wooay wind Jammer.
on the sunny side.
TrariBÍcrriug uuü druyaye.
Our path through the new year are really important.
Keep their feet off tha fia
So,
PHONE H--- 2
all, it was not Jane's Whi'ch they treat aa a raif
U not going to be lined with
2
roses.
We are going to meet with obstac-c- s fault tha'f v hen she had arrived at Or bec.ioie rood and true Unci Bammera.
Thinkograph
a
ripe
for
wominhood
and was
all along. Nature's law is fixed
hoir.e of hi
own she didnt have
and must be obeyed, but obstacles,
Keep on the sunny side.
inf71e qr íalification for running
backed up by courage and inspiration, will help to win the high or.e a,nd wa s as helpless, almost, as
Where there s a will there s a
AT
prize. It takes cutting and carving
aoi.
lawyer.
Besides,
to brmg forth the radiance
been
had
she
nBver
of the
J- diamond.
It was sleepless nights tai'.ght to i ave. She was an extrav- Indiana produces more first
ag
anee ttu it no ordinary man could class second raters than any state
that mastered the forces of electricity If we are hemmed in by f lord. 9 jhe. therefore, bad either in the union.
Auto Service to 85 Mine
to marr v monev. beco-ma
an "old
misfortune, let u nnt
any time, Day or Night
with the blues and imagine there vna.d" o r take desDerata chances of
The actors who make the best
br
get
akin .g u poor man's pocket book falls in the movies
the big
All classes of Magazines
more stars to shine.
arf,"o
Wishing the readers of the Lib-r- an d he art.
laughs.
.
and Newspapers.
a happy new year, I am
Wha t really happened was that
:
"Great deJ ane n ltt the right man and came Sayings of big menbelligerent"
Respectfully
her high horse. She mocracies are not
Agency for Finest Batey Goods
J. E. WOOTTEN (.own from
to cook, to Jlan and toWoodrow Wilson,
earnei
y

jr

.C3 Ir V?

KÁÁ (lis

condemn

Consumers can learn the char- -'
acter of the baking powder by
referring to the label, which

FROM THE PENCIL'S POINT

Tíiief

.

Since the year 1870 Germany has
betrayed her ancient idealism and
has given to the world no inspiration but crass materialism.

Domestic Science teachers and
'food authorities are urging the

Br PARIS V. BUSH.
Editar and Owner

d

-

-

-

$6,000 000

scott'S garag:
The Ford Agency

C

rag-tim-

.

JONES

BURNS

I

aftr

Dr.

G. EgoiVs

Roadster, $440.05
Touring Car $490.05
F. O. B. LORDSBURG
A Full And Complete Line of Accessories

At All Times

Official Agents For "Pep"

e

al

I

Daily Stage Line Between Lordsburg, Tyrone
And Silver City. Save Time And Money

MORNINGSTAR & AUGUSTINE

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Office of the Commiasioner of Public Lands,
Leading Companies Scottish
State of New Mexico, Santa Fa, New MexUnion, Firemen'j, Connecticut
ico, December 1, 1911.
Notice ta hereby given that pursuant to the
HOME, PALETINE
provision of an Act of Congress approved
Your Business Solicited
June 20, 1910, the lawa of the State of New
Mexico, and the rule and regulation
of the
State Land Office, the Commissioner of Public
Land will offer at public sal, to the highest
Attorney at Law
bidder, at ten o'clock a. m., on February 26,
WASHINGTON LOAN & TRl'ST BUILDING 1910, in the town of Silver City. County of
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Grant, State of New Mexico, in front of the
Special attention to public Land and Minina; cáscourt house therein, the following- - described
ea before the General Land Office and Interior
tracts of land, via:
Department.
PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS
8WV4 See. S3. T. 283., R. 17W containing
ICO acres.
There are no Improvements on thla
land.
Also NEV EHNW'4, SWV4 NWtf. SV4 Sec
27, T. 233.. R. 16W., containing
00 aeres.
There ar no improvements on this land.
AUo NENEVi Sec. 20. all of Bee. 21, WV4
Sec. 22, NViNWVi Sec. 28. NEViNEVi See. 29,
Office: Brown Block
Pyramid St.
f T. 273,. R. 21 W., containing 1120 acres. There
are no Improvements on this land.
Located.
Also WVxSWVi,
NEViSWVi, SEViNWVi,
Sec IB, T. IIS., R. 20W.,
LORDSBURG, NEW MEXICO.
5 NWViNWVi
200 acres. The improvement
on this
XWWWWVWVWWWWWVX land consist of house and fencing, value 1168.
Also 8EVi Sec 83, T. 293., R. 17W., containing 160 acres. There kre no improvements
on this land.
Also
. NEVi Sec 88, T.
833., R. 20W, containing 160 acres.
There
are no improvement on this land.
Also EVi Sec 13. T. 833., R. 20W. all of
Sec. 18. Lot 1, 2. EViNWVi. NEV4 Sec 19. T.
333., R. 19W.. containing 1284.26 acre. There
are no improvement on thl land.
Contractor and Builder
Also Lot 8, 4. ',. . 7, EViSWVi. SEViNWVi
Sec.
. NEVi SEVi Sec. 7, all of Sec 9, all
Plans and Estimating Free
of Sec 16, SEVi Sec. 18, all of Sec 19, all of
See. 20, all of Sec 21. all of Sec 28, all of Sec
all of Sec 80. Lot 1. 2, 8, 4, EViNWVi.
Brick, Concrete and all Classes 29,
EViSW, NVjSEVi, NEVi Sec 81, all of Sec
82,
all
of Sec 83. T. 80S., R. 16W., all of Sec
of Construction Work.
8, all of Sec 4, all of Sec 5. all of Sec 6, all
of Sec. 7, NV4. SEVi. NVdSWVi Sec 8, all of
Sec. 9, all of See 10, all of Sec 15, all of Sec
16, EVi, SWVi. WUjNWVi Sec 17, all of Sec
18, all of Sec. 19. all of Sec 20, all of Sec 21,
all of Sec. 22, T. 813., R. 16W., NEVÍNEV4 Sec

Insurance

WHITE and ANDREWS

vwwvwvwwwwwwwvx
Dr. R. E. BUYENS

i

DENTAL 8DRHK0N.

I

Permanently

Contractors & Builders

Jack Heather

Bungalows built on
Installment Plan

Builder

Contractor

&

provement on this land consist of house, corrals, wells, water troughs, and surface tank,
value $2,200.00.
Also E'jSEVi Sec 8, WU.SWVÍ See. 9, all
of Sec. 16. SViiNWVi. NEViSWVi. NWViSEVi.

Wm. McSwain
All classes of carpentering and
concrete work.

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished
Before you build,
talk it over with me

jobs accepted

Out-of-to-

Box 250

Lordsburg, New Mex.

Leaves Lordsburg Wednesday and Saturday mornings
with mail. Special attention
given to passenger service,
to and from Redrock.

i

Lordsburg: Cafes

Club House Saloon
FINE WINES AND LIQUORS

FRANCISCO CANO, Prop.
North of Railroad Tracki.

Corxtrcil
Keg

ZBcir

Beer on Tap

Fine Wines and Liquors
Restaurant in Connection
VENDOME

BOTE

BUILDING

Inder-rlede-

pout-offi-

1

:

4-

,

MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL NO.
12667.
United States Land Office, Las Cruces,
New Mexico, November 8, 1915.
Notice is hereby given that 85 Mining
Company, a corporation, by A. J.
its attorney in fact, whose powtof-flc- e
address is Lordsburg, New Mexico,
has made application for a United 8tates
patent for the OAKLAND
lode mining
claim, Mineral Survey No. 1597, situate In
Virginia Mining District, County or Urant
and State of New Mexico, covering 5 ft.
of the Oakland lode in a direction N. 67
24' E. from the discovery shaft and 1494.08
thereof in a direction 8. 67 24' W.
ft
and
therefrom to the center of line
situate In the SEVi and the SWVi Sec. 12
a., a. i w.,
and tne INhi sec. a, i.
M.. and more particularly
N. M. P. B.
described as follows :
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a porphyry
rock 7x7x24 Ins.. set 12 ins. in the ground.
from which
chiseled X on top and
a., K. is w.,
the E. H Cor. Bee. iz, l .
N. M. P. B. & M., bears N. 40" 44' E.,
2236.50 ft. dist, and running
thence 8.
32" 55' E. 671.08 feet to Cor. No. 2 ; thence
S. 64 45' W. 826.83 feet to Cor. No. 3 ;
thence 8. 67 24' W. 666.22 feet to Cor. No.
4 ; thence N. 32
55' W. 609.80 feet to
No. 5 : thence N. 67 24' E. 1499.08 feet to
1,
Cor No
the place of beginning, containing, exclusive of Its conflict with Nevada
lode, Survey No 1431 ; Rockford lode, Survey No. 1595, exclusive of Its conflict with
Nevada lode, Survey No. 1431, and Comstock No. 1 lode, unsurveyed, 14.274 acres.
The location notice or tins claim is or
record in the office of the County Clerk
of Grant County, New Mexico, at page 26
In Book 30 of Mining Locations, and an
amendatory location notice of which Is of
record in said office at page 126 in Book
30 of Mining ljocations.
This claim Is adjoined on the North by
the Rockford lode, Survey No. 1595, and
the Nevada lode, Survey No. 1431, with
both of which it conflicts, and on the WeBt
and South by the Comstock, No. 1 lode,
unsurveyed, with which It conflicts. No
other adjoining or conflicting claims
lnder-riede-

a

SVsSEVi Sec 17, EVáNEVi Sec. 18, NEVi NEVi
Sec. 20, NWVi, SWViNEVi. NVáSEVi, SEViSEVi
Sec. 21. SWy4SWV4. WViNWVi Sec 22, NEViNWVi Sec 27, NVaNEVi Sec 84, WViNWVi,
SEy4NWy , NEViSWVi, NViSEVi
Sec 85,
T. 83S., R. 18W., all of Sec 82, T. 883., R.
17W., all of Sec. 84, T. 80S., R. 19W.. EViNWVi, SWVÍNWH, WVáSWVi Sec 25, 8Ey4-SEi,
Sec 26, EV4NEVÍ. SWViNEVi.
EViSWVi, NWViSEVi Sec. 85, T. 813., R.
WVi. SEy4. WVjNEVi Sec.
20W all of Sec
21, T. 823., R. 20W., NViNWVi, SWViNWVi,
Sec. 11, SEViNEVi, EVaSEVi Sec
NWViSWVi
10, SEV4NWVi.
NViNEVi. SWy4NEVi.
SWViSWVi
Sec 16, T. 833., R. 18W.,
all of Sec. 6, all of See. 7. all of Sec 18, all
of Sec 10, T. 833., R. 17W., all of Sec 4, all
of Sec 23, all of Sec 24, T. 383., R. 18 W., NVii,
NMiSWVi, SWViSWVi. SEVi Sec. 22, all of Sec
27, all of Sec 83, all of Sec 84, all of Sec
28, T. Í33., R. 17 W., all of Sec. 1, all of Sec known.
JOHN L. BUKNSIUK,
2, all of See. 8, all of Sec 10, all of Sec 11,
Reglstar.
First Publication, Nov. 19.
all of See 12, all of Sec 18, all of Sec 14, all Last
Publication,
Jan. 14.
of Sec. 16" NViNEVi. SEViNEVi Sec 22, NWVi
EV4. NVjNWVi, EViSWVi Sec 17, NVi, SWVi, MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL NO.
01 BUS.
NWViSEVi Sec. 18, Lota 8, 4, 6, 6, Sec 19,
Lota 1, 2. EViNWVi. SWy4NWy4 See. 20. T. United States Land Office. Las Cruces,
New Mexico, November 8, 191o.
843.. R. 19 W., all of Sec 12, WVi See. 13,
Notice is hereby given that 85 Mining
all of Sec. 14, all of Sec. 16, EVi See. 22, alt Company,
a corporation, by A. J. Inder-rledeof Sec. 23, SWViNWVi, SWVi, WVjSEVi, SEVi- -'
Its attorney in fact, whose post-offic- e
address Is Lordsburg, New Mexico.
SEW Sec. 24. all Sec. 25. all Sec. 26. Ntf. NXSEX.
SfcViSKW. NWViSWVi. Sec 27, EVi. SWVi Sec has made application for a United States
patent
for the SACRAMENTO lode mining
Sec 9,
8, NViNWVi, SWViNWVi, NWViSWVi
Mineral Survey No. 1598, situate In
Sec 24, claim,
Sec. 28, Lots 2. 4, NWVi. NWViNEVi
Mining District, County of Grant
Virginia
T. 843., R. 20W., WVi. SEVi Sec 7, EV4 Sec and State of New Mexico, covering 5 ft.
84, all of Sec 85. all of See. 86, T. 833., R. of the Sacramento lode In a direction S. 73
Lots 8, 4, EViSWVi, SEVi Sec 19. 30' W. from the discovery shart to a point
20W..
which Is 300 ft. distant from
line
W,NWVi, SV4 Sec on
NEVi. SEViNWVi.
Cor. No. 5 in a direction 8. 32" 55' E. and
Sec. 27, all of Sees. 28, 29, 80, 81, 82, 1472.40 ft. thereof In a direction N. 16- - air
20,
and
E. therefrom to the center of line
NU. NUjSWH Sec 88. NEViNWVi. WVjNWVi.
Sec. 84. T. 833., R. 19W., all of Sec. 6 and 6. situate in the SEVi Sec. 12. T. 23 8.. R.
a.,
n.
7,
T.
19
Sec.
W.
R.
813.,
SW14
is w
and
T. 84S., R. 19W., all of Sec 18, T.
M. P. B. & M. and more particularly
19W., all of Sec. 19. 80. 81, T. 823., K. 19W., N.
as
follows:
described
all of Sec. 5. , 7, 8. NVi. NWViSWVi, SEVi
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a porpnyry
Sec 17, T. 883., R. 19W., all of Sec. 1, 2, 8. rock. 6x12x24 Ins.. set 12 Ins.. In the
on top and
from
ground, chiseled
10. 11. 12. 18. 14. EVi. EV4WV4. NWViNWVi
xi.
sec.
i. N.o a.,
ior.
Sec. 16. EVi. EViWVi. SWViSWVi Sec 22. all wnicn tne
2
13'
M.,
M.
B.
&
N.
19
bears
P.
of Sec. 28, 24, 26. 26. 27, 84, 85, 36. T. 823., E., W..
running
thence
1265.92
dist.,
and
R. 20W., all of Sec. 1, 2, 8, 10, 11, T. 133., 8. 32 65' E. 624 feet to Cor. No. 2 ; thence
R. 20W.. NEVi Sec 11, all of See. IS. all of S. 79 18' W., 1059.40 feet to Cor. No. 3 ;
40' W., 440 67 feet to Cor.
Sec 14. NEViNWVi. NViSEVi. SEViSEVi Sec thence 8. 64 N.
32 55' W. 671.08 feet to
No. 4; thence
EViSWVi
16. all of Sec 16, EVi. SEViNWVi.
N. 73 04' B. 1474.29
No.
thence
Cor.
5;
Sec. 22. all of Sec. 28 and 24. EVi. NWViNWVi.
to Cor. No. 1, the place of beginning,
feet
SWVi-SEEK.SWVÍ Sec. 25. NVi. SWy4. NM,SEV4.
containing 18.091 acres.
The location notice of this claim Is of
Sec 26. EVi, EViNWVi, EViSWVi Sec
27, EVi, NWVi, EViSWVi Sec. 84, NWViNEVi, record In the office of the County Clerk
of Grant County. New Mexico, at page 26
WViSWVi, SWViSEVi,
NViNWVi, SWViNWVi,
In Book 30 or Mining vocations, and an
EViSEVi Sec 86, all of Bee 6, T. sis., H. amendatory location notice thereof is of
record in said office at pages 126 and 127
20W., containing 61,393.02 acres. The improvement on this land consist of house, wagon In Book 30 of Mining Locations.
This claim is adjoined on the West by
hed, blacksmith shop, barn, grain room, fenc
the Oakland lode, 8ur. No. 1597. North
ing, value $2800.
and West by Nevada lode. Survey No.
Also all of Sec 82, T. 283.. K. 17 w rift, 1431. No other unjoining or coiuiicuiig
W
16
of
R.
all
Sec
29S.,
T.
Sec.
82,
NViSEVi
claims known.
tJUR.ILl!i,
JOHN
J, T. 29S., R. 17 W., containing 1650.80 acres
Register.
First Publication, Nov.14.
There are no improvement on una is.uo.
Jan.
Publication
Last
Also WVi Sec. 10. T. 80S., R. 16 W., con
taining 820 acre. The improvements on tnis
MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL NO,
land consist of well, value $t00.
12(10.
No bids will be accepted for les than Three United States Land Office, Las Cruces,
Dollars ($3.00) per acre, which I the appraised
New Mexico, November 8. 1915.
NnMfA la herebv sriven that 85 Mining
value thereof, and in addition thereto the bid
pay for the Improvements which Company, a corporation, by A. J. lnder-- 1

1,

REDROCK AUTO
STAGE LINE

SAM TURMAN, Prop.
Leave calls at Postoffice.

29, NEViNWVi
Sec 83. 8EV4SWV4, NViSWVi
Sec. 84, T. 283., R. 17W., Lot 4 Sec 81, T.
293 , R. 16W., S'jSEVi Sec 8, NEViSEVi Sec
Sec.
11, EViNWVi.
10, ' SViNWVi.
SWVi
14,
Sec.
EjNEVi
SEViSEVi
Sec 28,
24,
SWViNWVi,
T. 293., R.
NWViSWVi
Sec
18,898.41 acre.
17W., sontalning
The im-

MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL SO.
IÍ6IMI.
United State Ijnd Office, I,a Cruces,
New Mexico, November 8, 1915.
Notice is herehy given that 85 Mining
Company, a corporation, by A. J.
Its attorney In fact, whose
address la Lordsburg, New Mexico,
has mailfl application for a United States
patent for the HiX'KKURD lode milling
claim, Mineral Survey No. 1695, situate
In Virginia Mining; District, County of
(írant and State of New Mexico, covering
627.70 ft. of the Rockford lode In a direction 8. 72" 38' W. from the discovery shaft
and 65 ft thereof In a direction N. 72
38' E. therefrom to a point on line
which la N. 24" 49' W. 300 ft from Cor.
No. 2, and situate In the BK. anil SW.
W., N. M. I. B. A
of Sec. 12, T. 23 8., H.
M., and more particularly
described as
follows
Beginning at Cor. No. 1. a porphyry
atone, 5x12x14 Inn. above ground, chiseled
- on top and
and
from
which the K. Vi Cor. See. 12. 1. 23 8., R. 19
VV., N. M. P. B. V M
hears N. 56' 52' K.
2K99.49 ft. dint., and running thence 8. 24
49' E. 535.20 feet to Cor. No. 2 ; thence 8
72
3S' W. 682.70 feet to Cor. No. 3 ; thenc
N. 24" 49' W. 598.70 feet to Cor. No. 4 ;
thence N. 80" 17' E. 216.15 feet to Cor. No.
6 ; thence N. 76" 44 B. 478 feet to Cor. No,
1, the place of beginning, containing, exclusive of its conflict with Emerald lode.
lode, SurSurvey No. 14:10, Nlnetv-nln- e
vey No. 1430. Nevada lode. 8urvey No.
1341, and Comatock No. 1 loile, unsurveyed,
exclusive of Its conflict with Emerald
lode, 8urvey No. H30, 7.5M acres.
The location notice of this claim la of
record In the office of the County Clerk
of Grant County, New Mexico, at page
595 In Hook 29 of Mining ljocations, and an
amendatory location notice thereof is of
record in aald offii n? pages 61 and 62
in Rook 80 of Minfng Locations.
This claim is adjoined on the North by
lode. Survey No. 14.'t0.
the Ninety-nin- e
with which It conflicts, . and the Dundee
lode, Survey No. 12S4 : on the East by the
Nevada lode, Survey No. 1431. with which
it conflicts; on the South by the Comstock
No. 1 lode, unsurveyed, with which It conflicts, and on the West by the Emerald
lode, Survev No. 1430, with which it conflicts, and the Mohak lode. Survey No.
1430.
JOHN U BURNSIDE,
Register.
First Publication, Nov. 19.
Last Publication. January 14.

Wj

a

r.

ft

i,

1.

St. Elmo Gafe
W. M. MEANEY,

Prop.

Domino Sa
Ira

I.

Johnson, Prop.

Best of Liquors of all Kinds.
KEG BEER ON TAP

REGULAR

DINNER

We give a first class regular
Dinner every day for 35c.
Our regular service is said
by all who try it to be the
best in town. .

Give us a

trial and be

convinced.
Up-To-Date-C- afe

Lordsburg, N. M.

der must also
exist on the above described lands, at the ap
praised value.
The above sale of lands will Be subject to
the following conditions, vis: The successful
bidders must pay to the Commissioner of Pub-li- e
Lands, or hi agent holding such sal, one-tenof the price offered by them respectively
for the land ; four per cent interct in advance
for the balance of such purchase price; the
and all
fee for advertising and appraisement
cost
incidental to the sale herein-- , and each
deposited
be
in
amount
must
said
all
of
and
cash or certified exchange at the time, of ale,
and which amount and all of them kr subject to forfeiture to the State of New Mexico
if the successful bidder do not execute con
tract within thirty day after contracts have
been mailed to them by the State Land Office ;
said contract to provide for the payment of
the balance of the purchase price of said
tract of land in thirty equal, annual install
ments, with interest on ail deferred payments
at the rate of four per cent per annum In ad
vanee, payment and interct due on October
1 of each year, and such other condition, obligations, reservations and term a may be re
quired by law.
Each of the tracts as described herein will
The Commissioner of
be offered separately.
Public Lands, or his agent holding such sale
reserves the right to reject any and all bids
offered at aaid sale. Possession under con
tract of aale for the above described tracts
will be given or or before October 1, 1916.
Witness my hand and the official seal of
the State Land Of flea this 2nd day of Decern,
ber, A. D. 1916.
ROBT. P. ERVEIN
Commissioner of Public Land
8tat of New Mexico
First publication, Dee. 10, 1916.
Last publication, Feb. 11, 1918.

Its attorney in fact, whose
address is Lordsburg, New Mexico,
has made application ror a unitea btates
natent for the LOOK OUT lode mining
claim. Mineral Survey No. 1599. situate in
Virginia Mining Liisirici, joumy oi urum
and state or isew Mexico, covering o ii.
of the Ixok Out lode In a direction N. 64
42' E. from the discovery shaft to a point
302.75 ft. In an N. 89 02' W.
on line
direction from Cor. No. 2, and 1477.5 ft.
In
direction 8. 64 42' W. therea
thereof
and situate In the SEVi
from to line
Sec. 12 and NEVi Sec. 13, T. 23 8., H. 19
W N. M. P. B. & M., and more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a porphyry
stone 6x13x24 In, set 12 Ins. in the ground,
from which
chiseled X on top and
W..
the E. Vi Cor. Sec. 12. T. 2 S., 14R. 19
69' E.
M.,
N.
B.
M.
bears
ft
P.
N.
2006.85 ft. dist, and running thence 8. 39
02' E. 651.70 feet to Cor. No. 2 ; thenc 8.
64 42' W. 1482.50 feet to Cor. No. 3; thence
N. 39" 02' W. 613.50 feet to Cor. No. 4;
thence N. 64 42' E. 1267.17 feet to Cor. No.
18' E. 237.67 feet to Cor.
5 ; thence N. 79
No. 1, the place of beginning, containing
exclusive of its conflict with Oakland lode,
Survey No. 1697 ; Sacramento lode, Survey No. 159! Comstock No. 2 lode,
and Comstock No. 1 lode, l
13.360 acres.
The location notice of this claim Is of
record in the office of the County Clerk
of Grant County New Mexico, at page 25
In Book 30 of Mining Locations, and an
amendatqry location notice thereof la of
record in said office at page 127 in Book
30 of Minina; Locations.
This claim is adjoined on the North by
the Oakland lode, Survey No. 1694, and the
Sacramento lode, Survey No. 1598, with
both of which it conflicts ; on the South
by the Comstock No. 2 lode, unsurveyed,
with which It conflicts, and on the West
rieilen,

post-offi-

by the ComHtock No. S and Comstock No. MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL NO,
lod.wi, both unsurveyed. with both of
which it conflicts. No other adjoining or United States Landlie;.
Office, Las Cruces,
New Mexico, Novenilwr 8, 1915.
coniuciing claims Known.
JOHN Ij. KURNSIOE,
once is nereny given tnat 8ft Mining
First Publication, Nov. 19.
Register. Company, a corporation, by A. J.
Last Publication, January 14.
lis attorney In fact, whose postof-f.c- e
address Is lxirdsbuig. New Mexico,
has
made
for a United States
MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL NO. patent tor application
the WINCHESTER looo min12674.
ing claim. Mineral Survey No. 1604, situUnited States Land Office, T.ns Cruces, ate In Virginia Mining
District. Co inly of
New Mexico, November 8, 1915.
and Slate of New Mexico, covering
Notice is hereby given that 85 Mining Grant
I !.". ft. of the
Winchester lode In a direcCompany, a coriHiratlon, by A. .1.
tion N. 53" 20' E. from the diwovery shaft
e
Its attorney in fact, whose
5 ft. thereof In a direction 8, 63
addreHH Is Lordsburg, New Mexico and
20' W, therefrom to the center of line
has made application for a United States and
HltiiHte
SI0V4
Sec. 11 and the
patent for the CAKE lode mining claim. NEV Sec. 14.InT.the
23 8.. R. 19 W N AT. 1'.
Mineral Survey No. ISos, sitúate In Vir- II.
M
more
ami
particularly
described
ginia M.lning Plstrlrt, County of Grant as follows:
and Stnte of New Mexico, covering Pli3
II 'ginning at Cor. No. 1, a granite stone,
of
ft.
the Cafe lode In a direction S. 53"
20' W. from the discovery shaft and 5 ft. 8x10 ins. showing 8 Ins. above ground,
on top and
from
thereof In a direction N. 53 20' i;. there- chiseled
the E. Vi Cor. Seo. 14, T. 23 8., R
from to the center of line
and situate which
W.. N. M. P. H. & M.. henrs 8. 39 32'
In the NWVi rVr. 13 and the NE'4 P.h:. It
E. 2J41.tn ft., and running thence N. 21
T. 23 S., It. 19 W N. M. P. H.
M., and
W. s.'O.SS feet to Cor. No. 2; thence
more particularly described as follows:
N. 53
feet to Cor. No. 8
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a porphyry thence S.20'21 E.50- 1500
6.'o .68 feet to Cor. No
stone. 8x10x24 Ins. set 4 Ins. in the ground, 4 thence 8. 53 E.
w. 1600 feet to Cor.
20'
top
on
chiseled
and
from which
1. the place of beginning, containing
Cor. Sec. 14, T. 23 8., R. Ill No.661 acres.
the E.
W N. M. P. B. ft M.. bears 8. 47 05' 20 The
notice of this callni Is of
E., 10K5.2r, ft. dist., and running thence record location
In the office of the County Clerk ot
N. 24
49' W. 1.1.12 feet to Cor. No. 2; Grant Counly.
New
21 In
thence N. 63 Sit' E. 104s feet to Cor. No. 3; Book 30 of Mining Mexico, at page
and an
12 feet to Cor.
thonre S. 24 49' E.
amendatory
location
notice
Is
thereof
of
No. 4; thence 8. 53 20 W. 104S feet to record In saiil office
at page 132 In Book
Cor. No. 1, the place of beginning, con- 30
Mining
of
IK.ilions.
taining, exclusive of its conflict with Black
claim is adjoined on the Enst by
Copper lode. Survey No l.,04, exclusive theT'lis
lode. Survey No. 1602 and oil
of Its conflict with Trac" A as described lie Monteray
by the Remington lode. Survev
South
In field notes, 9.330 acres.
No. 16113. No other adjoining or conflicting
The location notice of this claim Is of claims
known.
record In the office of the County Clerk
L. BURNSIDE.
of Grant County, New Mexico, at page 17 First Publication,JOHN
Nov. 19.
Register.
in Book 21 of Mining Locations, ami an
amendatory location notice thereof Is of Last Publication, Jan. 14.
record In said office at page 131 In Book
'10 of Mining
Ixx'aiions.
MINERAL APPLICATION, SERIAL NO.
This claim Is adjoined on the North
oisi,;.
and West by the Remington lode. Sur- United States Land Office, Las Cruces.
vey No. 1430, and on the South and West
New .Mexico, November 8, 1915.
vey No. 14311, and on the South and West
Notice is hereby given that 85 Mining
by the Black Copper lode, Survey No. 15U4, Company, a corporation, by A. J.
with which it conflicts.
its attorney In fact, whose
JOHN L. BURNSIDE.
address is Lordsburg, New Mexico,
Register. lias made application for a United States
First Publication, Nov. 19.
patent for the DUCHESS lode mining
Labt Publication, Jan. 14.
claim. Mineral Survey No. 1609. situate
in Virginia Mining
District. Counly oi
MINERAL APPLICATION, SERIAL NO. Grant and State of New Mexico, covering
o 2 (i ; o.
129.30 ft. of the Duchess lode in a direcUntted States Land Office, Las Cruces, tion S. 50 53' W. from the discoverv
New Mexico, November 8, 1915.
shaft and 210.7 ft. thereof in a direction
Notice la hereby given that 85 Mining N. 50 53' E. therefrom to a point on line
Company, a corporation, by A. J.
78.40 ft. from Cor. No. 3. and situad
4
Its attorney in fact, whose
:n the NE. and NW. Vi of Sec. 13. T. 23
address is lorilsburg. New Mexico, S. R. 19 V N. M. P. B. & M., and mort
has made application for a United States particularly described as follows:
patent for the MONROVIA lode mining
Beginning at Cor. No. 1. a porphyry
claim, Mineral Survey No. 1600, situate stone. 10x14 Ins. showing 12 ins. above
In Virginia Mining
District, County of ground, ch.seled X on lop,
anil
Grant and State of New Mexico, covering
from which the E. V Cor. Sec. 14
5 ft. of the Monrovia lode In a direction T. 23 8., R. 19 W., N. M. P. It. & M..
bears
S. 79 18' W. from the discovery shaft to a S. 66 65' W., 2039.54 ft dist, and run333 46 ft distant from ning thence N. 15 23' E. 595 feet to Cor
point on line
Cor. No. 4 In a dlection S. 39. 2' E. and No. 2; thence N. 50 53' E. 1500 feet to Cor.
1495 ft. thereof In a direction N. 79 18' E. No. 3; thence S. 15 23' W. 595 feet to Cor.
therefrom to line
and situate In the No. 4 ; thence 8. 50 53' W. 1500 feet to
SE-of Sec. 12, T. 23 S., R. 19 W.. and Cor. No. 1, the place of beginning, conthe SWVi of Sec. 7. T. 23 S.. R. 18 W., N. taining, exclusive of its conflict with
M. P. B. & M., and more particularly dePrincess lode. Survey No. 1607. Royal lode
scribed as follows
Survey No. llloS. Comstock No.
lode
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a porphyry unsurveyed. and Comstock No. 2 lodo, un
stone. 5x6x24 Ins. set 14 ins. in the ground, surveyed, 7.661 acres.
top
mkd. wlth on
and
from which
The location notice of this claim Is of
the E. V4 Cor. Sec. 12. T. 23 S.. R. 19 W., record In the office of the County Clerl.
N. M. P. B. ft M., bears N. 29" 54' W. of Grant County, New Mexico, it pagi
1915 03 ft. dist, and running thenc-S. 39
137 in Book 30 of Mining Locations.
02' E. 664.15 feet to Cor. No. 2 ; thence S.
This claim is adjoined on the West bv
79 12' W. 1498.68 feet to Cor. No. 3 ; thence the Royal lode. Survey No. 1608. with
N. 19 02' W. 606.93 feet to Cor. No. 4
which It conflicts, and on the North and
thence N. 79 18' E. 1500 feet to Cor. No. 1. West by the Princess lode, Survey No.
the place of beginning, containing 20.169 1607, with which It conflicts, the Comacres.
stock No. 3 lode, unsurveyed. the
The location notice of this claim Is of
No. 1 lode, unsurveyed, and the
record in the office of the County Clerk Comstock No. 2 lode, unsurveyed, Willi
of Grant County. New Mexico, at pape 25 the hitter two of which It conflicts. No
in Book 30 of Mining Locutions, and an oilier adjoining
or conflicting claims
amendatory location notice thereof Is of known.
record In said office at page 128 in Book
L. BURNSIDE.
JOHN
30 of Mining Locations.
First Publication, Nov. 19.
Register.
This claim Is adjoined on the West by Last Publication, Jan. 14,
the Look Out lode, Survey No. 1599, and
on the North by the Sacramento lode,
Survey No. 1598. No other adjoining or MINERAL APPLICATION, SERIAL NO.
012676.
conflicting claims known.
United States Land Office, Las Cruces,
JOHN L. BURNSIDE.
New Mexico, November 8, 1915.
Register
First Publication, Nov. 19.
Notice Is hereby given that 85 Mining
Last Publication, Jan. 14.
Company, a corporation, by A. J.
its attorney in fact, whose
MINERAL APPLICATION SERL4L NO.
address is Lordsburg, New Mexico
012671.
application for a United States
has
made
United States Land Office, Las Cruces, patent for the VENICE lode mining claim.
New Mexico, November 8, r.115.
Mineral Survey No. 1610, situate In VirNotice is hereby given that 85 Mining ginia Mining DlHtrlct, County of Grant
Company, a corporation, by A. J.
and Stale of New Mexico, covering 1495
Its attorney In fact, whose
ft. of the Venice lode in a direction N.
address Is Lordsburg, New Mexico, ;0 53' E. from the discovery shaft and
has made application for a United States j ft thereof In a direction 8. 50 63' W.
patent for the MONTERAY lode mining therefrom to the center of line
and
claim, Mineral Survey 1602, situate In Vir- situate in the NW. and NE. Vi of Sec. 13.
ginia Mining District, County of Grant T. 23 S., R. 19 W., N. M. 1. B. & M., and
1495
and State of New Mexico, covering
more particularly described as follows :
ft. of the Monteray lode in a direction N.
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a porphyry
38" 55' E. from the discovery shaft and 5 stone, 10x14 inn. showing 12 Ins. above
a direction S. 3S 55' W. ground, chiseled X on top and
ft thereof toIn the
and
center of line
therefrom
from which the E. Vi Cor. Sec. 14.
of Sec. 12 and the T. 23 S., R. 19 VV., N. M. P. B. or. M., bears
situate In the SW.
SE. VI of Sec. 11 and the NEVi of Sec. 14, S. 66 55' W. 2039.54 ft. dist, and running
T. 23 8., R. 19 W., N. M. P. B. & M and thence 8. 39 07' E. 600 feet to Cor. No. 2
more particularly described as follows .
N. 50 63' E. 1500 feet to Cor. No.
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a granite stone. 3.hence
; thence N. 3ii
07' W. 600 feet to Cor
10x14 Ins. 12 Ins. ahove ground, chiseled .No. 4 ; thence S. 60 53' W. 1500 feet to Cor.
on top and
from which No. 1, the place of beginning, containing
the E. y Cor. Sec. 14, T. 23 S R. 19 W.. 20.661 acres.
N. M. P. B. & M bears 8. 4 43' E.. 2611
The location notice of this claim la of
ft. dist. and running thence N. 21" 60' W. record In the office of the County Clerk
687.68 feet to Cor. No. 2 ; thence N. 38
of Grant County, New Mexico, at page
55' E. 1500 feet to Cor. No. 3; thence S. 23 in Book 30 of Mining ljocations, and an
21" 60' E. 687.08 feet to Cor. No. 4 ; thence amendatory location notice thereof Is of
8. 38" 65' W. 1500 feet to Cor. No. 1, the record In said office at page 129 In Book
place of beginning, containing, exclusive of 30 of Mining Locations.
its conflict with Gila Monster lode. SurThis claim is adjoined on the West and
vey No. 1592, and Lookout lode. Survey North
by the Royal lode, Survey No. IH08.
No. 1592, 20 310 acres.
and
the Duchess lode, Survey No. 1609.
The location notico of this claim Is of No other adjoining or conflicting claims
record In the office of the County Clerk known.
of Grant County, New Mexico, at page 20
JOHN L. BURNSIDE,
in Book 30 of Mining Locations, and an
Register,
Publication, Nov. 19.
umendatory location notice thereof is of First
Jan. 14.
Publication.
last
record In said office at page 133 in Book
30 of Mining Locations.
SERIAL NO.
This claim Is adjoined on the North by MINERAL APPLICATION
012677.
the lookout lode. Survey No. IMS, with
which It conflicts, and on the East by the United States Land Office, Las Cruces.
Lookout lode. Survey No. 1592. with which
New Mexico, November 8, 1915.
it conflicts and the Gila Monster 'ode. SurNotice Is hereby given that 85 Mining
vey No. 1592, with which it conflicts, and
on the South by the Belolt lode. Survey Company, a corporation, by A. J.
No. 1601. No other adjoining or conflicting
e
its attorney In fact, whose
claims known.
address is Iordsburg, New Mexico,
JOHN L. BURNSIDE,
Register. has made application for a United States
First Publication, Nov. 14.19.
Last Publication, Jan.
patent for the PASSADENA lode mining
claim, Mineral Survey No. 1611, situate
MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL NO. in Virginia Mining District, County of
I2H3.
United States Land Office, Lns Cruces, Grant and State of New Mexico, covering 1469 ft. of the Passadena lode in a diNew Mexico, November 8, 1915.
Notice is hereby given that 85 Mining rection 8. 64 55' W. from the discovery
Company, a corporation, by A. J.
ihaft, and 5 ft. thereof In a direction N.
Its attorney In fact, whose
address is Lordsburg, New Mexico 64" 55' E. therefrom to the center of line
a
States
United
application
for
has made
and situate in the NW. nnd SW. Vi of
patent for the REMINGTON lode mining
13, T. 23 S., R. 19 W.. N. M. P. B. A
claim. Mineral Survey No. 1(103, situate Sec.
described as
In Virginia Mining District, County of M., and more particularly
Grant and State of New Mexico, covering
follows
1495 ft. of the Remington lode in a direc1,
No.
a limestone,
Cor.
Beginning
at
tion 8. 63" 20' W. from the discovery snaft
and 6 ft. thereof In a direction N. 53" 20' E 6x6x30 Ins., set 18 ins. in the ground,
and sit- chiseled pon top and
therefrom to the center of line
from which
uate In the NEVi Sec. 14 and the NWi& he E. Vi Cor. Sec. 14. T. 23 S.. R. 19 W.,
Sec. 13, T. 23 8.. R. 19 W N. M. P. B.
N. M. P. li. & M., bears 8. 72" 12' W.,
M., and more particularly described as fol568.72 ft dist, and running thence S. 39"
lows
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a granite stone. 07' E. 600 feet to Cor. No. 2 ; thence N.
10x0 Ins. showing 10 ins. above ground, 64" 55'
E. 1474 feet to Cor. No. 3 ; thence
from
on top and
chiseled
which the E. Vi Cor. Sec. 14. T. 23 8., R. N. 39" 07' W. 600 feet to Cor. No. 4 ; tlience
55' W. 1474 feet to Cor. No. 1, the
19 W., N. M. P. B. & M., bears S. 0" 12' W. S. 64
2048.42 ft dist, and running thence N. place of beginning, containing, exclusive
21
60' W. 620.68 feet to Cor. No. 2 ; thence ot Its conflict with El Dorado lode, unsur8. 53 20' W. 1500 feet to Cor. No. 3 ; thence veyed, Sunrise lode, unsurveyed, and Excelsior lode, Survey No. 1612, exclusive of
S. 21 60' E. 620.68 feet to Cor. No. 4
thence N. 53 20' E. 1500 feet to Cor. No. its conflict with El Dorado lode, 13.793
1, the place of beginning, containing, ex
acreH.
Tho location notice of this claim Is of
clusive of its conflict with Carlos lode,
retord In the office of the County Clerk
Survey No. 1430, 20.088 aerea
The location ntlce of thla claim Is of of Grant County, New Mexico, at puge
record In the office of the County Clerk 22 In Book 30 of Mining Locations, and
of Grant County, New Mexico, at page 21 an amendatory location notice thereof is
In Book 30 of Mining Locations, mid an of record in said office at puge 130 in
amendatory location notice thereof is of Book 30 of Mining Locutions.
This claim is adjoined on the North by
record In said office at pageB 131 and 132
the El Dorado lode, unsurveyed, with
in Book 30 of Mining Locations.
This claim Is adjoined on the East by which it conflicts, the Excelsior lode, Burthe Monteray lode, Burvey No. 1602, the vey No. 1612. with which it co.if'.lcls, nnd
the Royal lode. Survey No. 1608 ; on the
Belolt lode, Survey No. 1601, and the Car;
los lode, Burvey No. 1430, with which It East by the Venice lodo. Survey No. 1610
on
the South by the Sunrise lode, unsurconflicts, and on the South by the Carlos
lode, Survey No. 1430, with which It con- veyed, with which It conflicts, and on
flicts. No other adjoining or conflicting the West by the El Dorado lode, unsurveyed, with which it conflicts.
claims known.
JOIIlST ii BURN8IDE,
JOHN L. BURNSIDE.
Register.
Xtegister. First Publication, Nov. 1.
First Publication, Nov. 19.
Last Publication, Jan. 14,
Last Publication, Jan. 14. ,
1
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MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL NO
I267S.
United Pistes Land Office,
Cruces,
New Mexico, November 8. 1915.
Notice Is hereby given that 85 Mining
Company, a corporation, by A. J.
Its attorney In fact, whose
address Is Ixirdsburg. New Mexico,
has made application for a United States
patent for the EXCELSIOR lode mining
claim. Mineral Survev No. 1612, situate In
Virginia Mining
District, County of
Grant and Slate of New Mexico, covering
090 feet of the Excelsior lisle In a direction s. 4 30' E. from the center of
discovery cut and 170 ft. thereof In a the
direct inn N. 4" 30' W. therefrom to the center of line ,14. and sltuste In the NW. and
SW.
of Sec. 13. T. 23 S.. R. 19 W., N. M.
P. B. A M., and more particularly described
as follows:
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a quarts stone,
6x10x24 Ins., set 14 Ins. In the ground,
chiseled
on top and
from which
the E. 'i Cor. Sec. 14, T. 23 8.. R. 19 W
N. M. P. H. A M , bears N. 82 29' W,
33 84 feet dist. and running thence N. 8.r'
30' E. 6O0 feet to Cor. No. 2 ; thence N.
4
So' W 1260 feet to Cor. No. 3; thence
S. 85
w., (too feet to Cor. No. 4 ; thence
8. 4 30' E. 1260 feet to Cor.
No. 1, the
place of beginning, containing, exclusive
of its conflict with Superior Copper lode.
Survey No. 49. Reckhart lode, Survev No.
1606, Royal lode, Survey No. 1608, exclusive
of Its conflict with Reckhart lode. Survey
No. 1606, nnd El Dorado lode, unsurveyed,
ind El Dorado lode, unsurveyed, 10.707
acres.
The location notice of this claim Is of
record In the office of the County Clerk
of Grant County, New Mexico, at pages
16 and 17 in Book 21 of Mining
Locations,
nd an amendatory location notice thereof is of record In' said office at page 137
:n Book 30 of Mining Locations.
This claim Is adjoined on the North by
ihe Superior Copper lode, Survey No. 49,
with which It conflicts, nnd the Reckhart
ode. Survey No. 1606, with which It conflicts; on the East by the Reckhart lode.
Survey No. 1606, with which It conflicts,
the Royal lode, Survey No. 1608. with
which it conflicts, and the Pussadena
lode, Survey No. 1611, with which It conflicts; on the South by the Passadena
lode. Survey No. 1611, with which It conflicts, and on the West by the El Dorado
'ode, unsurveyed, and the Superior Copper lode, 8urvey No. 49, with both of
which it conflicts.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE,
First Publication, Nov. 19.
Register.
Lust Publication, Jan. 14.
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post-offic-
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APPLICATION SERIAL NO.
01267.
United States Land office, Las Cruces,
New Mexico, November 8, 1915.
Notice is hereby given that 85 Mining
Company, a corporation, by A. J.
i,
its attorney in fact, whose
Hildriss is Lordsburg. New Mexico,
nus made application for a United States
palunt ior the WHITE CLOUD lode tuning claim. Mineral Survey No. 1613. situ-itIn Virginia Mining District, County
Grant and State of New Mexico, covering
ft of the White Cloud lode In a direction N. 30 15' E. from the discovery point
to a point on line
300 ft from Cor,
No. 1, and 1433.94 ft. thereof In a direction S. 30 15' W. therefrom to line
and
situate in the SEVi Sec. 12 and NEVi 8ec.
13, T. 23 8., R. 19 W., N. M. P. B. & M
and more particularly described as follows :
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a porphyry
done 5x10x24 Ins., set 12 Ins. In the ground,
chiseled X on top and
from w!i ' li
.he E. 14 Cor. Sec. 12, T. 23 S, R. la w.,
.N. il. P. B. & SI., bears N. 14' .,?' L. "':9i;.9u
and running thence S. 6," l'
t dist,
p:i5
feet to Cor. No. 2; tliencu S 3
o.i'
W. 1438.37 feet to Cor. No. 3; toco.e N.
67
61' W. 699.40 feet to Cor. No. 4; thence
.N. 30
15' E. 1438.94 feet to Cor. No. 1,
the place of beginning, containing, excluof
Its conflict with Look Out lode,
sive
Survey No. 1699, and ConiBtock No. 2 lode,
unsurveyed, 14.965 acres.
The location notice of this claim Is of
record in the office of the County Clerk
of Grant County, New Mexico, at page 2
.n Book 30 of Mining Locations, and an
amendatory location notice thereof is of
record In said olTice at puge 169 In Book
30 of Mining Locations.
This claim is adjoined on the North by
the Look Out lode, Survey No. 1599. with
which it conflicts, and on the West by
the Comstock
No. 2 lode, unsurveyed,
with which it conflicts. No other adjoining
or conflicting claims known.
JOHN Li. BURNSIDE,
First Publication. Nov. iá.
Register
Last Publication, Jan. 14.
MINERAL

lndur-rledeipost-iffi-

e

MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL NO.
0126U5.
United Stat
'fice. Las Cruces,
i...
New Mexico, Oct. 30, 1915.
Notice is hereby given that 85 .Mining
Company, a corpoatioii,
A. ,1. lo,-- i
leden, its attorney in lu' t, who.'e
Lord-i!(iN.jv.,
address is
k,
,ius made applhai.on lor .l Uiui.ü
i
patent for the ROYAL iodo ni: i:tt i.i...:ni,
Mineral Burvey No. 16us. situuic in Virginia Mining District, County oi Giant
and State of New Mexico, covering 1340
ft. of the Royal lode in a S. 64 65' W. direction from the discovery shaft and 10 ft
thereof In a direction N. 64" 65' 10. therefrom, and situate in the NWVi Sec. 13, T.
23 S., It 19 W., N. M. P. B. & M., and more
particularly described as follows:
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a granite stone
6x16x24 ins. set 14 Ins. in the ground.
chiseled r on top and
from which
tne K.14 cor. Sec. 14, T, 23 s., R. 19 W.,
N. M. P. H. & M., bears S. 70
63' W.
1)92.19 ft. dist, and running thence N. 3S
27' E. 1113.30 ft. to Cor. No. 2; thence N.
6i 55' E. 1350 ft. to Cor. No. 3 ; thence S.
38
27' W. 1143.3 ft. to Cor. No. 4; thence
S. 64
55' W. 1350 ft. to Cor. No. 1, the
place of beginning, containing, exclusive
of conflict with Reckhart lode, survey No.
liioi;. and El Dorado
lode, unsurveyed,
15.5S6 acres.
The locatiun notice of this claim is of
record in the office of the County Clerk
of Grunt County, New Mexico, at page 23
iu Book 30 of Mining Locutions, and an
utnendatory location Notice thereof is of
record In said office at page 129 in Book
30 of Mining Locations.
Tills claim is adjoined on the North by
tile Princess lode, survey No. 1607, and
on the West by the El Dorado lode, unsurveyed and the Reckhart lode, Burvey
No. 16o6, with both of which it conflicts.
No other adjoining or conflicting claims
known.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE.
Register.
post-offi-

Si.-.'.-

Kind publication, Nov. 6, 1916
Last publication, Dec 81, 1916.

:

:

:

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Las Crucea. N. M December 11, 1915.
Notice is hereby given that Lucinda K. Kre-bauof Walnut Wells, N. M., who, on October 12, 1911, made homeetead entry No.
06226, for lot
and 7; EUSWVi, Section 8,
Towimhip 82 S., Range 16 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make
Proof, to establish claim to
Final three-yea- r
the land ebov described, before M. L. Massey,
U. S. Commiasioner-- , at Walnut Wells, N. M.,
on the 27th day of January 1916.
Claimant name as witnesses :
J. F. Stidham, Jesnie A. Canon. Jr., W. C.
MaiMcy. Frank Kreton, all of Walnut Wells,
N.

M.

Dec

17

Jan.

14

JOHN L. BURNSIDE
Register
,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICA-JO- N
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M., December 11, 1916.
Notice is hereby given that William D. Kre-bauof Walnut Wells, N, M., who, on October
12, 1911, made homestead entry No. 06222. for
lots 1 and 2; K'jNWV,, Section 7. lowniu,i
32 3.. Range 16 W., N. M. P. Meridian, ha
tiled notice of intention to make Final three-yeProof, to etublihh claim to th land above
described, before M. L. M&bsey, U. 8. Commis- sioner, at Wlnut Wells, N. M., on th 27th
day of January 1916.
Claimant name as wltnessc t
J. F. Stidham. Jessi A. Canon, Jr., W. C.
Massey, Frank Kreton, all of Walnut Wells, N.
M.

JOHN L. BURNSIDE
Dec

17

Jan.

14

Kegiitw
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V. Bush, Editor and Owner.
liil)lished Every Friday.

Sarah Bernhardt is reported to be
a dispatch from Taris.
Two Americans wore shot one
IN
falally, In rioting at .Tnnrrü, Mexico,
cerosa the border from El Puso, Tex.
There have been twenty severe
In (luatemnla in two
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF earthquakes
days. No serious damage has been reWIRES ROUND ABOUT
ported.
THE WORLD.
Advices from Amsterdam state that
according to accounts received there,
300 of the COO women employed In
pewdor mill were killed.
DURING THE PAST WEEK theTheMuenster
reichstag paBsed the second
and third readings of the war credit
oí 10,(100,000,00(1 marks the
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENT8
Only nineteen Sociality
voted in the negative.
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
John Redmond, Irish loader in the
PEOPLE.
House of Commons, declared the Nationalists would oppose conscription
Went em Nwrpr ITnlon Tf aw Parvlea.
by every means in their power. John
Dillon arraigned the British war leadABOUT THE WAR
Great Britain Is guarding the Suez ership.
Premier Asqulth introduced In
canal with 300.000 troops.
Great Britain's loss of officers and parliament the government's bill callmen at the Dardanelles up to Dec. 11 ing to the colors 1,000,000 additional
troops, bringing the number of Britwas 112,921.
ish soldiers now In service to about
Germans retake summit of
on western front, 4,000,000.
capturing 1,300 prisoners.
of the 700.000
Greek
Japanese liner Yasaka Maru, with voters cast ballots In tho parliamenone American on board, sunk without tary elections, says a I lavas dispatch
warning by submarine. No lives were from Athens filed by the correspondent there. Out of 38,203 voters In
lost.
An Athens dispatch says that a Salonlki, 4,050 voted.
A movement to encourage
British submarine has sunk the Ger
man steamer Leros and other craft
by tho mothers of Germany
In the Sea of Marmora.
is spreiding
all over that country.
British sailors from a cruiser in the Patriotic appeals are being made on
North Atlantic boarded the steamer every hand, declaring that the future
Rotterdam and forcibly removed from of Gei'many dependa on larger famthe vessel mall bound for tho United ilies, because of the losses during the
war.
States.
Germany informs Greece the TeuThe dedication of the Woodrow
ton armies hope to reach Salonlki by Wilson Soldiers' home took place at
Jan. 15, and promises to evacuate Berne, Switzerland. Several AmeriGreek territory "as soon as the task cans from Berne and elsewhere in
Is finished."
Switzerland attended the function
Since tho war began 734 ships and representatives
of the Swiss
owned by Germany's enemies have army end government also were presbeen destroyed, according to reports ent.
made nt Berlin. Their aggregato tonGen. Chrlstain de Wet. cmo of the
nage Is 1,417,628.
leader-- of the South African rebel-ioRussia's
against the British government In
blow has
Callen on Bulgaria. The Czar's war1914, and who was convicted of treaships, conveying sixteen transports son nt Bloemfontein, Union of South
loaded with troops, shelled Varna, Africa, last June, has been releused
landed large forces and laid waste the from prison, as have IIS other high
city.
treason prisoners, according to a disThe British parliament has voted patch lrom Johannesburg.
to increase England's army to 4,000,-D0SPORTING NEWS
An appeal for financial aid from
Willie Ritchie, former lightweight
the people, and a shakeup in the Brit- champion, defeated Eddie McAndrews,
ish general staff is reported from a lightweight, in a
bout at
London.
Philadelphia.
Harold J. Tennant, parliamentary
Jack Brltton of Chicago will substifor war, in the House tute for world's lightweight Champion
of Commons at London, said the numFreddie Welsh, Akron. Ohio., Dec. 28,
ber of casualties published In the of- against Johnny Griffiths. They will
Baficial lists for Prussia, Saxony,
box twelve rounds at catch weights.
varia ard Wurtemberg, up to Nov. 30,
"I doubt the authenticity of that
were 2,521,400. Of that number, he interview,"
said Charles Weeghmau at
added, 484,228 men were killed or
Cincinnati when shown the dispatch
died of their wounds, 354,198 were from Corpus
Christ!, quoting C. P.
severely wounded, 27,674 died of dis- Taft as saying
ease, r.r.d 381,149 were missing. Naval are not for sale.that the Chicago Cubs
casualties, he said, were not included
Champion Jess ,WUlard. at Kansas
in the figures.
City, on his way to Chicago
from
WESTERN
Los Angeles, declared lie expects
Judge A. J. Seay, formerly territo- Fulton to give him a hard fight for
rial governor of Oklahoma, died at his the title. The big Kansan says he
home at Long Bead.', Cal.
has boxed the challenger.
The nitroglycerine plant of the
Pete Compton of the Boston NaAetna Powder Company at Fayville, tionals signed a life contract at KanIII., was blown up when 3,000 pounds sas City
with Miss Far Smither of
of nitro glycerine exploded.
Kansan City. They will leave on
Mrs. Julia Anne Bunker Adams, their belated honeymoon in March
90 years old, grandmother of Maude
for Miami, Fla., where the Braves will
Adams, died at the home of Mrs. train.
Adams Kiskadden, mother of Maude
The New York World correspondent
Adams, nt Salt Lake.
learned
from an authentic source at
Afte- - having arrested T. J. Walton, Cincinnati
that the New York Giants
aged 46, at Paris, Tex., charged with will bo sold to Harry S. Sinclair, the
daughtei,
of
his
Pauline, millionaire oil man, for the highest
the murder
the night of Dec. 17, officers con- price ever paid for a big league club,
tinued their search for evidence. '
before the year is out.
With the same necktie with which
The Denver Revolver Club finished
she attempted to take her own life, second
with 732 points in the miliMrs. Minnie Schmitz, 40, strangled tary
revolver
match of the United
daughter, Gertrude, to
her
death, according to the police at Cin- States Revolver Association, it was
announced in New York. Tho event
cinnati, Ohio.
was wen by the Pennsylvania state
Denver police have been asked to police team with 758 points.
search for Graco Slaughter,
daughter of John
of GENERAL
Laramie, Wyo., who disappeared from
Charles Chrisdle, famous as a
the heme of her uncle, James II. clown and pantomlmist half a cenSlaughter of Denver, where she haa tury ago, died in New York.
been visiting fcr the last two months.
Eight thousand persons were murdered in the. United States last year,
WASHINGTON
80 per cent of the victims being men.
Full powers to settle the Ancona
E. H. Fisk of Helena. Mont., a stucase have been given the Austrian
charga d'affaires at the national cupi-tu- dent at a medical institution at Kirks-vllle- .
Mo., who on Dec. 6 fired a bulit is reported.
In notifying the State Department let which passed through his heart,
that Grout Britain would permit the lung and liver, Í3 well on the road to
Immediate shipments of 4,700 tons of recovery, it was announced by his
logwood or dyestuffs from Jamaica to physician.
the United States, the BWtisli embasReorganization of the American
sy has indicated that the shortage of Medical Association, a national body
the extract of logwood In Canadu composed cf more than 40,000 phymust be relieved as a condition of the sicians, Is expected to follow a deembargo's modification.
cision reudered by the Supreme Court
Full settlement of tho Lusltanla of Illinois.
case, including reparation for tha
Rumors that the Ohio Oil Company,
lives of the American victims, which,
a subsidiary of the Standard Oil Comit became known, recently was near, pany of Ohio, Is about to take over tüe
has been postponed by the dismissal Midwest Oil Company, the largest proof the German naval and military atducer in the Wyoming fields, persist
taches and the American demands on In Denver, Boston and New York in
AustHa-Hungaras a result of tho the face of denials by Denver offisinking of the Ancona.
cials of the Midwest Oil Company.
A German seaman
A big honeymoon colony has gathaboard an
American vessel on the high seas is ered ac Hot Springs, Va., sii.ce the
immune, from arrest by Germany's arrival of President .Wilson and his
enemies, in the view of the State De- bride, and all plan to stay over for
partment, unless it can be shown that the elaborate Christmas celebration
he is an active member of German In which the White House couple aro
expected to participate.
naval or military forces.
The PoBtoffice Department notified
guarantee fund
Of the $10,000
postmasters that it is about to issue pledged by. Denver commercial organstamped envelopes bearir.g an
izations to the support of the Nationpostage stamp of new al Live Stock and Horse show, $7,500
design. The new stamp is printed in has been raised by the sale of tickred ink and is In the form of a circle. ets ' ta one week, according tq an1 1 the center la
embossed tho head of nouncements at the "roundup" ' dinWashington In profile.
ner In Denver.
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PARAGRAPHS

MorI of the advice we get Isn't toe
kind we want

After the war many a plowshare
will be dulled by cannon balls.
Anyhow, the grand old Liberty Bell
had a cracking Tood time ot it.
Vou can

FOREIGN

NEWS TO DATE

new mexico

-

LIBERAL.

t tell

from the size of an
automobile how far it will splash.

Waatrrn

It is Impossible to make a bilious
man believe the world la getting better.
Commercially
industrially
and
Sam is now master of the

Uncle
world.

A soft answer turaetb away wrath,
but doesn't prevent It from taking an
encore.

the

day.

Employers .all it "the servant problem" and servants call it "the employer problem."

Demlng had a four-daChristmas
carnival.
Pear blight has appeared in. Dona
Ana ccuinty.
Grain Is replacing alfalfa as the
staple crop of Otero county.
Roy aoon will have a new Methodist
v

church costing about $2,500.
A new bridge over Bull canyon, a
mile west of Montoya, js under construction.
Las Vegas business men are endorsing the White Rock canyon power
project plan.
,
Mr. and Mrs. L. 8. Ogle, of
wedcelebrated their
ding anniversary.
The Reserve State bank, over 100
miles from a railroad, will open its
doors for business Jan. 3.
A factory for the making of "pep"
a gasoline intensifler, will be built at
Demlng, It is announced.
Superintendent White has apportioned $105,299.11 school money to the
various counties in the state.
Less than a week after the death of
her husband, William Baasch, Mrs.
Buasch died at East Las Vegas.
Several Otero county towns, Weed,
Avis, Piñón and Mayhlll and others,
are experiencing a building boom.
The city council of Winslow has
ordered an eloction held upon the
grunting of a franchise for a gas plant.
The game a,nd flr,h licenses for 1916
will brt canary yellow, on line, stock,
with shipping permit and coupon attached.
Harry Girouard, a young man of
Mesa Redona, near Tucumcari, Is
dead, as the result of taking poison
in mistake for quinine.
At Kenna, Robert Chattin and Bert
Munsey have purchased the Cava
ranch and 82 head of cattle. The consideration was $8,000.
Ros3 St. Clair of Doretta, L. D.
Hunt of Quay and Ben B. Wetmore of
Roswell, have been commissioned notaries public' by Governor McDonald.
The New Moxico school census
shows ttal gains of 5,047, and total
losses of 1,145, leaving a net gain of
4,502 in a total of 110.939, as against
106,437 last year.
J. E. La Rue has finished the bean
threshing season on H. B. Albertson's
ranch at Mills. He has a credit of
pounds for the season, with an
average of 500 pounds to the acre.
That wild ducks are on the increase as a result of the federal migratory bird law is the opinion of
many sportsmen who have been visiting river points below Albuquerque.
1 the State CorporaSoon after-Jan- .
tion Commission will make a tour of
the state, holding hearings and investigating protests In order to secure an
equitable readjustment of railroad
rates.
Eugenio Flores, who planted eighl
acres ta tomatoes last spring, has re
coived in cash from the Lakewood
Cannery and from express shipments
of tomatoes $420.35 for the product
of the tract.
John Laconlch, the well known Red
River gold miner who was seriously
injured by an explosion In his Independence mine two weeks ago, died
at' the Miners' hospital at Roswell as
a result of his injuries.
Farmington had a municipal Christ
mas tree.
The widow ot Pablo Gallegos has
started suit in the District Court for
$3,250 damages against the Santa Fó
Railway
Company.
Gallegos
was
killed by a train at a crossing not far'
rroin Grants, Oct. 1, 1914.
The annual report of tho Southern,
Pacific in New Mexico shows earnings of $3,15C,000, or an average of
$12,215 for each mile operated in
New Mexico.
Tho total number of
passengers carried was 180,277.
The establishment of a boys' and
girls' Industrial Club in every school
district of New Mexico within th
next twelve months is the ambition
of Prof. L. C. Mersfelder, the new
state supervisor of industrial educa
Ros-well-

the kiddles?

There are barbed wire entanglements around evtry office that is
worth having.
The Culebra cut is persistent In
a kind of landslide that does

nobody any good.

It the Russian boot Is generally
in winter, why not the FIJI
stocking in summer?
worn

)

the exercise of superhuman penmanship the war correspondents still
maintain the deadlock on the western
By

front

Mere man is beginning to find out
wbat woman knew all along, that the
principal part ot a wedding la the

trousseau.

Why doesn't somebody Invent a diving apparatus that goes down from the
bedroom to the basement and starts

the furnace

HreT

under-secretar-

"An average man breathes about
cubic feet of air into bis
lungs every hour." And the beauty
f it is it s tree.
twenty-on-

e

A reformer complains because we
spend $10.000.000 a year for poodles
and neglects to tell us what kind of
dogs we should buy.'

In order to express the emotions It
Is capable of arousing the hyphen may
be lengthenid to a dash followed by
an exclamation point.
A man may disagree with his neighbor on religion and be mereiy a fool;
If it be a political difference then It Is
clear he Is a scoundrel.
A historiar, says the ancient Romans smoked something like our modNo wonder the anern cigarette.
cient Romans are ail dead.

The way fashions work around to
the beginning serves as a reminder
that the tamous "cocked hat" will
soon be up to date again.
The nrlnclnal farm croDa of thl
season amount In money to five and
a half billions No wonder they are
looking to us to feed the world.
One advantage which Venice. In being bombarded, bas ovor cities Is that
when the bombs rail In Its streets It
baa unrivaled facilities for putting
them out.

That old saying that there are always iwo side to every question
should stretch a point when It comet
to a love tragedy, for most always
there are three.
It is all very well t saw wood for
a night s lodging, but the case it different wltb the gentleman In (he next
room who saws wood all nigni long
and then denies that be snores.
The wounds of a friend are faithful
enoLgh while tbey are strong enough
to shock you. but wbeo they are gentle toucbes. you are likely to be very
tore betore you get entirely well.
Scientist bave not yet advanced the
theory mat when nature designed
man a bead tbe placed bis ears in
tbeir present position so tbal tbey
might be Dandy lor the anchoring ol
Spectacle bows.
"Be kind to men"

Is

to put 'on tbe other tide
(or Women'' banner.

Tlougb promptly
every warring nation
dulging in It. peace
beard wltb Increasing
'

a good slogun
ol the "Votes

by
disavowed
said to be Intalk Is being

frequency.

Confusion sometimes arises from
(he efforts of a scientist to startle
or entertain tbe general public Instead of waiting to bave bis vlewi
considered and indorsed by his fellow

fifty-eight-

child-bearin- g

What bas become of the motherly
woman who used to knit mittens for

'

Union Nawa Swrvloa.

n

y

h

i verdict of not guilty in the case ot
Manuel U. Vigil, district attorney;
Trinidad C. DeBaca, state game war-eand two others charged with
to liberate from prison Gen.
losé Yncs Salazar, a Mexican federal
loldier.
Six persons were defendants, when
the trial was ordered about a week
ago in Federal District Court. Monica
Arand.t and Porfirio Saveda were dismissed during trial on motion of district attorney.
The two others
were Elfejo Baca, counsel for
Salazar. and Carlos Armljo, jailer.
Salazar escaped from Jail in
Nov. 20, 1914, while awaiting
trial on a charge of perjury in connection with a habeas corpus deposition growing out of his alleged crossing tha American border with the
Mexican army at Ojiniga in January,
1914. He was recaptured on the bor-ie- r
and, in a recent trial here, was
of the charge against him.
The Jury In the present case, composed of
reached
i verdict in five hours. The defense
leaded an alibi for all the defend-tnts- .
con-iplra-

Albu-juerqu- o

Spanish-American-

1.8HS

2,160
1.976
264
170

800
9u0
442
515

.91)

.50
.45
.70
.75
.95
8.80
9.30

Boy in Jail for Shooting

Girl.
Molina, a
1
lad of the Mimbres, is in
the county Jail rmder $1,000 bond, for
the shooting of Miss Belle Montoya,
aged 15, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Doniciano Montoya, ranch people of
the Mimbres and the Gila. The shooting occurred at the "Montoya home
during the absence of the parents in
El Paso and is said to have beon purely accidental.

Silver

Cty. Crecencio

Rodriguez to Hang January Seventh.
Roswell. Juan Rodriguez, convictt,
ed on a charge of murdering N.
was sentenced by Judge
Cart-wrigh-

Mc-Clu-

to be hanged Friday, Jan. 7.
During his trial, Rodriguez escaped
and was recaptured.

Indians Slaughtering Deer.
Cerrillos. More than thirty deer,
does as well as bucks, have been
slaughtered in the Ortiz mountains,
near here rcently by a band of Indians.
Second Store Burns at Cerro.
Tao3. The store of M. L. Freeman
& Sonu at Cerro was burned.
This
is the second store to burn at Cerro

within a year.

Fall From Wagon Kills Farmer.
Demlng. A fall from a wagon was
responsible for the Instant death of
S. O.

Wheeler, a farmer in the

Dem-

lng district.
One In Fifteen Has Bank Account.
Santa Fe. Practically one in every
fifteen inhabitants of tho state has a
bank account, in one of the state

banks,

according

to

figures

com-

by the
traveling auditor's
piled
office. The total number of depositors is 20,231, of whom 7,219 have sav-

ings accounts. The deposits total over
S5,100,000 and the total resources of
mate banks just over $10,420,000.

i

Remarkable as are the reports of
the yields ot wheat in Western Canada,
the marketing of which Is now under
way, they are none the more interesting than are those that are vcuched
for as to the value of this grain crop
to the farmers of that country.
Some months ago the Department
of the Interior, at Ottawa, Canada,
wrote to those in the United States
who were owners of land in Western
Canada that was not producing, advising that It ba put under crop. The
high prices of grain and their probable
continuance for some years should
be taken advantage of. Cattle and all
the produce of the farm commanded
good figures, and the opportunity to
feed the world was great, while the
profits were simply alarming. Tbe
Department suggested that money
could be made out of these Idle landB,
lands that could produce anywhere
from 25 to 65 bushels of wheat per
acre. A number took advantage of
the suggestion. One of these was an
Illinois farmer'. He owned a large
quantity of land near Culross, Manitoba. He decided to put one thousand
acres of It under wheat. His own
story, written tc Mr. C. J. Broughton,
Canadian Government Agent at Chicago, is interesting.
"I had 1,000 acres in wheat near
Culross, Manitoba. I threshed 34,000
bushels, being an average of 34 bushels to the acre. Last Spring I sold
my foreman, Mr. F. L. Hill, 240 acres
of Kind for $9.000, or $37.50 per acre.
He had saved up about $1,000, which
he could buy seed with, and have the
land harrowed, drilled and harvested,
and put in stook or shock
"As' a first payment i "was to take
all the crops raised.
When he
threshed he had 8,300 bushels ot
wheat, which Is worth In all $1.00 per
bushel, thereby paying for all the land
that was in wheat and more, too, there
being only 200 acres In crop. It the
240 acres had all been In wheat he
could have paid for it all and had
money left.
That is a story that will need no
corroboration in this year when, no
matter which way you turn, you learn
of farmers who had even higher yields
than these.
G. E. Davidson of Manltou, Manitoba, had 36 acres of breaking and 14
acres older land. He got 2,186 bushels Qf wheat, over 43 bushels per
acre.
Walter Tukner of Darllngford, Manitoba, had 3,514 bushels off a 60 acre
field, or over 68
bushels per acre.
Forty acres was breaking and 20 acres
summer iauow.
Wm. Sharp, formerly Member of
Parliament for Llegar, Manitoba, had
80 acres of wheat on his farm near
Manltou. Manitoba, tbat went 53 bushels per acre.
One of the most remarkable yields
in this old Bettled portion of Manitoba
was that of P. Scharf of Manltou, who
threshed from 15 acres the phenomenal yield of 73 bushels per acre.
These reports are but from one district, and when it is known that from
almost any district in a grain belt
of 30,000 square miles, yields while
not us large generally as these quoted,
but In many cases as good, is It any
wonder that Canada is holding its
head high in the air in Its conquering
career as the high wheat ylelder of
the continent? When it is pointed out
that there are millions of acres of the
same quality of land that has produced these yields, yet unbroken, and
may be had for filing upon them as a
homestead, or in some cases may be
purchased at from $12 to $30 an acre
from railway companies or private
land companies, it is felt that the opportunity to take part in this marvelous production should be taken advantage ot by those living on land
much higher In price, and yielding
Infinitely Iobs. Advertisement.
The Last Resort.
Pat's one trouble was that he could
not wake up in tho morning. His laud
lady had tried every device sh
could think of but even the most
determined of alarm clocks had nc
effect on Pat's slumbers.
One day he returned home iron
his work with a largu paper parcel.
"There, now, Mrs. Jones," said h
triumphantly, as he unwrapped a huge
bell,, "and wbat d'ye think o' that

Falling Gun Injures Owner.
Carisbad. Felix Miller, living west
of here, shot himself through the leg
with a .38 caliber revolver at his
home, while preparing to retire for
the night. The revolver was dis- now ?"
charged when it fell from Miller's
"Goodness,
man!" exclaimed the
pocket to the floor, the bullet enter- surprised landlady. .'Whatever are
Hon.
ing Just above the kuee, shattering you wanting with that great thing?"
An apportionment of the' state's the bone and remaining lodged in the
As he tucked the bell under his
share of the National Forest earnings leg.
arm and prepared to go upstairs, Pat
during the last fiscal year, which
replied, with a knowing grin:
amounts to $31,786.47, has been made
One Dead In Shooting Affray.
"Sure, and I'm going to ring It at
to the counties in which the forests
Silver City. Roy Gibbs. a teamsix o'clock ivry morning and wake
Treaa-jre- r
by
Deputy
situated
State
ire
ster, is dead, and T. C. Alsup, a miner, mesllf up!"
Frank Matron. In each county with bis wife, prisoners, in the county
f
goes to the county school Jajil, as the result of a shooting affair
To Prevent the Grip
f
fund and
to the road fund.
at Fierro, a mining town near here.
Colde cania Grip
Laxative Bromo Quinina
causa. Thera ia only one "bromo
the
A.
B.
United States Senator
Fall
tjtuuiue." E. W. GKOVK'S aifnamr on boa. tsc
has introduced an amendment to the
Funeral for Victims of Fire.
Irrigation act in Congress. It will
Artesla. Funeral services over the
All Out.
benefit especially the people under bodies of Mrs. H. G. Slovens and her
"Does uot the illimitable ocean vista
the Elephant Butte project, vhe sixteen-year-oldaughter, who died as take you out of yourself?"
amendment
limits construction a result of burns caused by explod"No, it is the motion of the boat
charges on an7 project to a maximum ing distillate, were held at the Cot- that does that."
f
of $20 per acre, which is Just
tonwood echoolhouse and the entire
of the estimated charge in the country attended to pay their last
Red Cross Bur Blue, much better, goes
Mesilla valley.
respects to the unfortunate women. farther than liquid blue. Get from any
grocer.
Adv.
"Shcotlng up the town" will not be Tbe bodies were shipped to the old
considered an appropriate pastime at family home in Indiana for burial.
Diplomacy After Midnight
the New Year dance to bo given by Tbe business men of Artesla made up
Officer Go home,
the members of the Cowboys' Reunion a purse of $100 which was presented
Qptlate Gimme shafe conduct,
Association at Laa Vegas.
to Mr. Stevens.
:tw York Sun.
one-hal-

one-hal-
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200,-00-
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Acre- - Produc- - Price
tUin. Doc. 1.
$ .73
2.8;0
2.B76
.80
.'JO
2.100

Cnor.S.
aK'e.
105
Corn, bu., 1915
(2
Corn, bu.. 1W14
Wheat, bu., 1915... 97
Wheat, bu., 11)14... 76
Onts, bu., 1915
60
Outs, bu., 1914
52
liailey. bu.. 1915... 8
Parley, bu., 1914...
5
8
Potatoes, bu., 1915.
9
Potatoes, bu., 1914.
201
Hay, tons, 1915
Hay, tons, 1914
206

lii

IU0ÍIGE1

A'aatarn Newapaper l.'nlon Newa Service.
Santa Fe, N. M. A Jury returned

New Mexico Crop Report.
Sanli Fe. A summary of estimates
if crop production and prices for tho
State of New Mexico compiled by the
Bureau of Crop Estimates and transmitted through the Weather Bureau,
U. S. Department of Agriculture, at
Washington, is as follows (acreage
and production In thousands, i. e.,
'000" omitted):

MS CROP

HE PAID TOO HIS

Spanish American Jurors Find That
Vigil, DeBaca and Others Did Not
Aid in General's Escape.

(OMINi; ICVINTS.
Jan.
Convention of Altanan
nt A hilquerqua.
March. Mecltii? Pnnhnnilln riel Southwestern Stnrkmens' AHPoeltit lona at
Albuquerque.

One-thir-

Much of the war news Is ranking
among the most popular fiction of

ACQUITTED BY JURY AT 8ANTA
FE HEARING.

17-2-

govcrn-requeste-

Because there la no fool like an old
fool the young fool is able to get by.

Newpnpr

mo;., oi:e

one-hal-

WESTERN LIBERAL.

DIFFERENCES

IN

CLASSES OF CHICKENS

notice or Apn.irTiot
for v.
ivvinvr.
Mlnrrnl Hvrrrr in. 1624.

3

8.

Serial No. 012!0.
United ButM Land OfAoa, Ui Cruet.
Hew Mexico. October 21. Ill

Notle

la hereby
whose

Inr Company,

that Torre roem
paetoffloe.

adilreM

to

Mtn
Iu-lut- h,

Mlnneanta, has made application fof
patent for tha followinar named lode minlns
claim, situated In tha Steeple Rock minina
diatrict. Grant eounty. New Mexico, in 8ee
tiona 14 and IS, T. 17 Booth. R. 1 Wt, N.
M. P. B. and M., nnalirveyed. described a

follow,

V
Feeding and Inspecting

ni
English

What breed of chickens to use on
the farm, is an ever recurring question
in the correspondence of the poultry
department of the Kansas State Agricultural college. So far as those qualities that are important on the farm
are concerned, the principal distinctions are between classes rather than
breeds.
The Mediterranean breeds are Braall,
sprightly, very nerroua in disposition,
are good rustlers, can fly over any
fence that is likely to be constructed,
are clean legged, and are good layers
of pure white eggs of fair size. The
Mediterranean class includesLeghorns,
Anconas, Andaluslans, Spanish, and
Minorcae. Of these, the Leghorns are
most popular among the breeds, and

White Plymouth Rock Cock.
the single-comwhites are the most
popular of the Leghorns.
In the Asiatic class are found birds
of the opposite extreme in almost every characteristic. They are the larg
est of the chickens, are slow maturing, and are very heavily and loosely
feathered over the body and down the
legs. They are rather poor layers of
dark brown eggs of good size.
The
breeds that comprise the Asiatic class
are the Brahmas, the Cochins, and the
Langshans.

"ALABAMA." Beginning- - at corner No, 1,
tha N. K. corner, whence Cor. V Beca. T, 12,
1
IS. 18. T. It 8.. R.
W. of tha N. M. P.
B. and M. bear N. 74 dev. 64 mln. C, 8!S4.I
feet I thensa N. 74 dec. Si mln. W 624. Í feet
to corner No. 2, thence S. 0 dev. 86 mln. R
1882.27 feet to ornar No. I thence S. 74 dec.
86 mln. E., 24.8 feet to comer No. 4: thence
N.
dec. 8S min. W., 18H2.27 feet to corner
No, 1, tha placa of Dexinnintr, containing a
net area, of 19.0 acre, expressly excluding
area in conflict with Homes take No. 8, of
.088 aores.
"ALABAMA NO. I."
t cornel
No. 1, tha S. E. corner, whence Cor. to Sec
1
7. 12, IS, IB, T. 17 S., R.
W., of tha N.
M. P. B. and M. bear N. 74 den. 64 min. E.,
8K84.8 feet; thence N. 28 dec. 12 min W..
1188.6 feet to corner No.- - 1 : thence N. 74 dee.
86 min. W., 1033.0 feet to corner No. 8 ; thence
8. 89 de. 86 min. E., 1600 feet to corner No.
4; thence S. 74 dear. 86 min. E.. 624.3 feet to
corner No. 1, the placa of beginning containing
a, net area of 16.366 acre.
"GOLD SPIKE NO. 1." Beginning at corner No. 1. the N. E. corner, whence Cor. to
Sec. 7, 12. 18. 18, T. 17 S., R. 1 W., of
the N. M. P. B. and M. beara N. 72 deg. 49
min. E., 9629.7 feet ; thence N. 60 dcg. 46 min.
W., H00 feet to corner No. 2 ; thence 8. 0 deg.
86 min. E.. 691.6 feet to corner No. 8; thence
8. 60 dcg 46 min. E.. 1600 feet to corner No. 4 ;
thence N. 0 deg. 86 min. W 691.6 feet to corner No. 1, the place of beginning, containing
a net area of 20.661 acres.
"GOLD SI'IKE NO. 2." Beginning at corner No. 1. tha N. E. corner, whence Cor. to
1
Sees. 7, 12. 13. 18, T. 17 8.. R.
W., of
the N. M. P. B. and M. bears N. 76 deg. 49
min. E.. 9477.84 feet; thence N. 89 deg. 86
min. W., 1500 feet to corner No. 2 ; thence S.
0 dcg. 36 min. E., 963.75 feet to corner No. 8 ;
thence S. 39 dcg. 36 min. E.. 1600 feet to cor
ner No. 4 ; thence N. 0 deg. 36 min. W., 963.76
feet to corner No. 1, the place of beginning,
containing a net area of 19.461 acres, expressly
excluding area in conflict with Gold Spik
No. 1 lode of 1.200 acres
"GOLD SI'IKE NO. 3." Beginning at cor
ner No. 1, the N. E. corner, whence Cor. to
Sec. 7, 12, 13. 18. T. 17 S.. R. 1 W.. of
the N. M. P. B. and M. bears N. 6 deg. 26
min. E.. 8119.6 feet; thence N. 62 deg. 09 min.
W.. 1600 feet to corner No. 2 ; thence S. 0 deg.
86 min. E., 738.01 feet to corner No. 8; thenc
S. 63 dcg. 04 min. E., 1481.6 feet to comer
No. 4; thence N. 0 deg. 86 min. W.. 709.87
feet to corner No. 1, the place of beginning,
containing a net area of 19.624 acres.
"JIM CROW NO. 2." Beginning at corner No. 1. the N. E. corner, whence Cor. to
Sec 7, 12, IS. 18, T. 17 S., R. 1 W., of
the N. M. P. B. and It. bears N. 60 3S
E., H,.b ivet; tiienue S. 49 dug. SO min. W..
619.0 feet to corner No. 2; thence S. 87 deg.
13 min. E., 1335.12 feet to corner No. 8 ; thence
N. 49 deg 80 min. E.. 11)0 feet to corner No.
4; thence N. 16 deg. 20 min. W., 1314.24 feet
to corner No. 6 ; thence N. 26 dcg. 16 min. W,
147.99 feet to corner No. 1. the place of be
ginning, containing a net area of 10.357 acres,
excluding area in conflict with Gold
King lode Survey No. 1012-of 0.869 acres,
and Jim Crow lode Survey No. 1012-uf

V,,

Flock of Young Birds.

About half way between the Mediterranean and Asiatic breeds in most

characteristics are the American and
the English breeds. They are fair
layers of light brown eggs, and while
not no difficult to control as the Leg
horns, are very much more active than
the Asiatics and usually are more desirable for the general farm. Good
strains of the American breeds lay
nearly as well as the Mediterraneans,
and at the same time furnish a better
carcass for the home table.
The American breeds which are
common on farms are the Plymouth
Rocks, the Rhode Island Reds, and the
Wyandottes.
The American breeds
which are seldom seen any more are
the Buckeyes, the Javas, and the Dom
tnlques. The only English breed that
has had any large degree of popularity among poultry fanciers in this
country is tho Orpington.
The seal choice to be made in the
way of a breed for the farm, usually
lies between one of the American
breeds or the Orpingtons on the one
hand, and a Mediterranean breed on
the other. As a general thing, the
Leghorns will probably lay more eggs
the year round than the American
breeds. Tho question to bo decided is
whether this fact offsets the difficulty
of their control, and the fact that their
carcasses are not generally considered
so desirable.
Within the American class the
choice is largely one of personal taste. O.U8 acre;,.
"GRAND CENTRAL TUNNEL SITE."
The fact that the carcasses with light
Mo. 1.
N. K.
pin feathers are being demanded more whence Cor. to Sees. 7,12. 13,18, T.17
and more by the best markets, howW of the N. M. P. II. and II. bears
ever, is having more and more influ- N. 60 dig. 20 min. K., 80Ü4.42 feet ; thence S.
dcg.
67
26 min. W., 654.4 feet to comer No. 2 ;
ence in favor of the white and buff
8. 16 d t'. 06 mill. E.. 1055.6 feet to corvarieties. On the other hand, it is thenca
ner No. 8
N. 57 deg. 26 min E., 10.0
generally understood that where coy- feet to cornerthence
No. 4 ; thence N. 7 deg. 14 min.
otes are still about, the white varie- E., 1320.7 feet to corner No. 1, the place of
ties are more conspicuous and more beginning, containing a net area of 6.192 acres,
expressly excluding area in conflict with Red
easily picked up.
.
Prince lode. Survey No.
of 0.094 acre.,
In the preparing of eggs for market and Link lode, unsurveyed, of 0.U39 acres.
step
greatest
in advance that can
the
"IIOMESTAKK NO. 2." Beginning at corbe made is in educating the farmer as ner No. 1, the N. E. comer, whence Cor. to
1
Sees.
S.. R.
W.. of
to the importance of keeping the male the N.7, M.12, P.13.1). 18,andT. M.17 bears
N. 68 dcg. 04
birds away from the laying flock dur- min. E., 8860.43 feet; thence S. 49 deg.
80 min.
ing the summer months, so that infer- W., 600 feet to corner No. 2 ; thence S. 6 deg,
09 min. E.. 1264.72 feet to corner No. 8 ; thenc
tile eggs may be produced.

PREPARE FOWLS FOR MARKET HENS RELISH SPROUTED OATS
After Carcass Has Been Picked Clean
It Should Be Thoroughly Cooled
Sew Skin Tears.

Make Excellent Substitute for Green
Feed During Winter Sprouts
Are Very Succulent.

Picking should be started just as
as the bird has been stuck. It
delayed for any reason the work becomes more difficult as time goe3 on.
The usual plan is to first snap out
the coarse quills of tail or wings and
then go after the feathers covering the
more tender sections of 'the body.
These areas are more or less well defined, one on each side of the breast,
on the thighs and the joints of the
wings. After these have been plucked
tho remainder of the body is very
quickly finished.
Do not leave any feathers on the
neck or above the hock joints, excepting in the case of capons, which are
usually dressed In a certain showy
fashion.
Remove the pin feathers with a dull
knife, catching thetn between the
blade and the thumb and pulling out
without injury to the skin.
Then cool the carcass thoroughly.
Dry cooling Is best, but the
process must of necessity be adopted
by the majority of producers.
In dry cooling, the birds are merely
hung in dry, cool air, as in a refrigerator, until all of the animal heat is
removed. When the wet process is
used, they are first thrown into water
of ordinary temperature and left for a
short time, then transferred to ice water until tho cooling is completed.
stock does not keep as
and its nutritive
well as
value is lessened.
Be sure to cool thoroughly. It takes
a long time to draw out every trace of
animal heat, but if this is not done
trouble is sure to follow.
After cooling, inspect the stock
carefully. Large tears in the skin may
be remedied by sewing up with fine
white thread. Remove the blood from
the head and any dirt from the feet.
sort according to size and quality and
pack for shipment.
If the stock is to be shipped without
leu, it should be dried and placed care- full'j in clean boxes or cases of suit
able size. When ice is used, barrels
make the best packages, the dressed
poultry and cracked ice being packed
!n alternate layers, the whole topped
with a large piece of ice.

Green food is excellent for poultry
but it is sometimes hard to get, par
ticularly during the winter. Where
cabbage, mangels, etc., are not obtainable artificially sprouted oats
make an excellent substitute. If prop
erly prepared it makes as good a
green food as there Is. A leading authority finds the following method
most successful for preparing It:
"The oats should be soaked in water at a temperature of from 60 to 70
degrees Fahrenheit, for about 48
hours, in palls or galvanized wash-tuband during this soaking process
there should be added from five to ten
drops of formalin to kill the spores
of molds and to insure' a clean, sweet
feed. After soaking they are spread
out about one inch thick on trays
which are placed in a sprouting rack,
seven to each rack, the trays being
ten inches apart and kept at a temperature of about 60 to 80 degrees
Fahrenheit. In from seven to ten days,
depending on temperature, they will
have developed sprouts three to four
inches long and a growth of roots, the
entire mass being very tender and succulent.
1
"About one square inch of feeding
surface is supplied dally to each bird,
or as much as it will clean up quickly.
The oats must not be fed in excess as
they are laxative and are apt to produce diarrhea."
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ice-wat-
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Eggs Absorb Odors.
Egg sheila are poroua and absorb
the odors In a room to a certain degree. This will cause them to become
Therefore, eggs
stale and spoil.
should be stored In a clean room until

they are ready for market.

Discard Immature Birds.
Discard both male and female bird
that have an Immature look or that
have been stunted, as well as

d

Individuals.
Culling tha Flock.
Weaklings should never be tolerated. Kill and bury the runts and
crowheada. Roup is Infectious and th
weaklings are the ones to first be- I coma Infected.

atona, 6x10x24 l;ia. et 16 In In tha ground,
chlaelMl X on top and
from whleh
Cor. Sao. 14, T. M 8.. R. 19 W..
tha B.
N. M. P. B. ak M , hoar 8. 29
W.

I'
ft dlat, and running thenc B. 65
87' B. 600.04 ft to Cor. No. 1; thenc N.
36 16' B. 1600 ft to Cor. No. I ; thenc N.
66 tr W. 400.04 ft to Cor. No. 4 ; thenc
a 5 15' W. 1600 ft to Cor. No. 1. th
1863.06

place of beginning, containing, exclusive
of conflict with Kmerald lode, mirvey No.
M3U, ana I omstock ISO. I lode, uniurveyea,

acre.

19.111

location notlc of this claim la of
record in th office of the County Clerk
of Grant County, New Mexico, at pag IS
In Book 11 of Minina; Locations, and an
amendatory location notice thereof la of
record In said office at page 130 in Book
30 of Mining; Locations.
This claim la adjoined on tha North by
Emerald lode, aurvey No. 1430 and
No. S lode, unsurveyed, with both
of which It conflict, and on th West by
Superior Copper lode, aurvey No. 49. No
other adjoining- - or conflicting claim
Th

Corn-sto-

known.

JOHN L. BURNSIDE,
Register.
First Publication Nov.
Last Publication Doc.
MINERAL APPLICATION HEUIAL NO.
18608.

United States Land Office, La Cruces,
New Mexico, Oct 30, 1916.
Notlc Is hereby given that 85 Mining
Company, a corporation, by A. J. Inderrle-ileIts attorney in fact, whose poatofflre
nritlreas Is Lordahurg, New Mexico, has
made application for a United States
patent for th PKINCKS3 lode mining
claim, Mineral Survey No. 1607, situate
In Virginia Mining District, County of
Grant and State of New Mexico, covering
1330 ft of the Princess lode in a N. 64 55'
G. direction from the dinrovery shaft and
20 ft thereof in a direction S. 64 55' W.
therefrom, and situate In tho NW'i Sec.
13 and the NE'i Sec. 13 and the SU'i Sec.
n.

12. T. 23 8..

R

19 W., N. M. V. B. & M..
described a fol-

and more particularly
lows

:

MINE1IAL APPLICATION, BERIAL NO.

012639
Land Offloa, Las Crwo,
United Stata
Ne
Kxteo, No. í. 191S.
Minla hereby given that 8
Notlc
ing Company, a eorporatWn, bf A. J.
Attornay-in-fec- t,
It
whosa
Intcrrleden,
postoffie
addrcs
is Lordburg, Grant
County, New Mexieo, baa mad application
mineral patent for tha Jim Crow
for
1619,
Survey
No.
lode mining elalm,
Mining District,
In Virginia
in
Itoat
of New
th County ot Grant, and Stat
Maxloo, t covering along the lode and vein
of aame from the discovery point N. 68 deg.
20
and S. 68 deg.
min. B. 821
78.61
20 min. W.
ft, and located In
BK
of Sec. 18 and Wu, NWV,
NEV
ot See, 14. T. 2 S. R. 1 W., N. M.
Beginning
described aa follows:
P. M
at Cor. No. 1, a phorphyry rock 6 x 11
ground,
with mound of
ins. abov
In.,
ton chiseled 1 1619, whence the
sec
cor. between Sec. 18 and 14, T. 38 8.,
19
R.
S. 82
W.. N. M. P. M.. bear
deg. 10 min.
626.48
ft; thenc Cor.N.
680.84
64 deg. 46 min. W.
ft. to
.
No.
1
N. 68 deg. 20 mln.
thenc
141)9. 1 ft to Cor. No. 3; thence S. 64 deg.
Cor.
630.84
No.
to
46 min. K.
4:
ft
thenc 8. (8 deg. 20 min. W. 1499.61 ft. to
1,
piac
th
of beginning.
Cor. No.
Containing 20.646 acres,
after excluding
In conflict with Cobra Negra
0.086 acra
Lode, Sur. No. 1504. and 0.014 acres in
conflict with
Excelsior Lode,
Sur. No.

ft

a

1C12.

N. and
Thia claim i adjoined on th
NE by the Black Copper Lode, Sur. No.
1504;
the Cafe Lode, Sur. No. 1605 ; the
Lode.
Carlo
Sur. No. 1430, and the Superior Lode, Sur. No. 49 ;
on the K.
by the Excelsior Lode, Sur. No. 1612 with
which it conflicts, and on tha W. by the
1504,
with
Cobra , Negra Lode, Sur. No.
which it conflicts,
and the Black Sam
Lod. Sur. No. 1504. Susquehanna Mining
Co.
claimant
Black
of Cobra Negra,
Sara and Black Copper Lodes ; 86 Mining Company claimanta of other above
conflicting
described and adjoining
and
No other adjoining
lodes.
or conflicting
claims known.
The location notice of this claim is recorded
in the office of the County Clerk of
County, New Mexico, in Book 17,
tiran
of Locations at Tage 273, and the amcndtitory
location thereof in Book 80 of Milling
Location at Page 136
JOHN L. BURNSIDE. Register.
Nov. 6. 1915.
First Publication:
Last Publication:
Dec 81. 1916.

Beginning at Cor. No. 1. a granite stone,
12x18x3o ins., set 18 Ins. In the ground,
on top and
from which
chiseled
the E.Vi Cor. Sec. 14. T. 23 8., R, 19 W.,
N. M. P. B. & M., bears S. 60 35' W.
1766.5 ft. riitst., and running thence N. Sr.
15' K. ln'.n ft to Cor. No. 2 ; thence N. i.i
55' K. 1350 ft. to Cor. No. 3 ; thence S. 35" MINERAL APPLICATION, SERIAL NO.
15' W. 116(1 ft. to Cor. So. 4; thence 8.
3i
64 55' W. 135t ft. to Cor. No. 1. the placo
United States Land Office, La Cruce.
of hegiiinlcR. containing, exclusive of Its
conflict with CotiiHtock No. 3 lode,
Nov. 2, 1915.
New Mexico,
and ConiHtock No. 1 lode.
given that 85 Minis hereby
and Oakland lode. Survey No. 1597, ingNotice
Company,
a corporation, by A. J.
exclusive of the latter's conflict with Inlerriedcn.
Attorni.y-lLi-iawhose
its
Comstock No. 1 lode, unsurveyed, 11.337 pobtot'fice
Lordsburg.
is
address
Grant
acres.
County, New Mexico, has made application for
Th location notice ot this claim Is of a minerul patent fur the Schley lode mining
record In the office of the County Clerk claim Survey No. 1618, situate in Virginia Minof Grant County, New Mexico, at page 24 ing District, in the County of Grant,
in Book 30 of Mining Locations, and an and State of New Mexico, covering along
amendatory location notice thereof Is of the lode and veia of same from the
VY.
6d n,in.
record In said office at pace 128 In Book di.tcovery point, S. 63 deg.
S
1112.2 ft and N.
63 deg.
nun. K.
30 of Mining Locations.
,
N
163 ft and located
SW
and
in
This claim Is adjoined on the North by NVi SWV of Sec. 12. T.lt 23 S., It.
the Comstock No. 3, Comstock No. 1 lodes, 19 W.. N. M. P. M., described as folunsurveyed, and Oakland lode. Survey No. lows : Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a
y
1597, with all three of which It conflicts,
rock 8x12 ins., 12 ins. unove ground,
and on the TVest by the Itcckhart lode, with mound of stone chiseled 1 lülH,
Sue. Cor. un Weitt bounSurvey No. 1606. No other adjoining or con- whence the
dary line of Sec. 12, 1'. 21 S.. I!. Ill
flicting claims known.
01
W., N. M. P. 61., bears N. 64
JOHN L. BURNSIDE,
HiBister. min. W. 1134.2 ft: thence N. 61 .Kg. 26
.
tlioiu-E.
1200.75
mm
No.
Cor.
to
2;
ft
First Publication Nov.
S. 36 deg. 66 min. K 426.33 ft. to Cor.
Last Publication Dec.
6G
3 ;
dcg.
01-J- t

uiiHur-vcye-

t,

).

wK
which
No. 1418.
4
flirt, 86 Mining Company, Claimant
both lod. and thia claim (Dewey) ese
M Lode.
Sur. No. 1S
fllcta with th
thi claim, U Mining Coaa-pan- y,
which croas
No other adjoining m
Claimanta.
conflicting
claims known.
Th location aotie of this claim I record sd
In lb
Recorder of Deed.
of fie of th
Grant County, New Mexico,
la Book IT
of Location, at Pag 888,
and th
amendatory
la
location thereof
recorded
In
Book
136, of Minio
80, at Pag
Locations.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE, Register.
First Publication I Nov. 8. 1916.
Dec. II. 1918.
Last Publication t

Lod. 8ur.

MINERAL APPLICATION, SERIAL NO.
012638
Land Office, Las Crueaa,
United State
Nov Mexico,
Nv. S, 1916.
hereby given that 86 Mia-l-ng
Notice i
Company, a corporation, by A. J.
Attorney-in-faIt
who
Interriedea,
Lordnburg,
la
postoffice
address
Grant
County, New Mexico, has made application for
a mineral patent for the liobann lod mining
claim. Survey No. 1616, situate in Virginia Mining Diatrict, in the County . of Grant,
of New Mexico, covering along
and Stat
lod
and vein of sam
th
from th
discovery point N. 89 deg. 68 min. W.
1116.78 ft and S. 89 dig. 68 min. E. 64
See.
and located In NVi
SWVi
18. T.
23 S., R. 19 W.. N. M.
P. M.. desBeginning at Cor.
cribed as follow :
.'In. 1, a phorpnyry rock
6x8 int., 7 Ins.
above the g"ound, with mound of
ton
chiseled 11616, whence th
See. Cor,
on
West Boundary of Sec. 12. T. 2
19 W.,
S.,
R.
N. M. P. M.. bear N.
s deg. 28 mln. W. 1209.1 ft: thence
S.
89 dcg. 69 min. E. 1210.73 ft to Cor. No.
2 ; thence
S. ldeg. 69 mln. E. 600 ft ta
Cor. No. 3: thenc
N. 89 deg. 68 min. W.
1210.76 ft. to Cor.
No. 4: thence N. 1
deg. 69 min. W.
6!'9.50 ft to Cor. No. 1.
the place of bcirtnning. Containing 16.461
acre, after excluding .207 acres in conflict with Lookout Lode, Sur. No.
1592.
This claim is adjoined on the E. and N.
E. by Okley Lode. Sur. No. 1620. with which
Dewey
Lode, Sur. No
it conflict,,. and
c"
Mining Company claimants
1617,
o
both lodes ; on the S. by Johnson Lode,
unnurveycd, with which it conflict. Interrieden ft Johnson, Claimants ; on the W.
by Lookout Lode, Sur. No. 1592,. with which
it conflict. Scarborough, et nl, claimants.
This claim also conflicts
with th
Schley Lode,
No.
crossing
1618.
Sur.
diagonully through this lode; 85 Mining
Company, Claimants,
No other adjoining or conflicting claims known.
The location notice of this claim is recorded
in the office of the County Clerk of
Grant County, New Mexico, in Book 17,
at Page 635, of Mining Locations, and
the amendatory location in Book 30, at
l'age 135.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE. Register.
First Publication:
Nov. 6, 1ÍIÍ5.
Lost Publication:
'Dec. 81. 1915.

ft

MINERAL APPLICATION. SERIAL NO.
H12tJlU

United States Land Office, La C rucea.
Nov. 2. 1915.
New Mexico,
phor-phrNotice is hereby given that 85 Mining Company, a corpjratlon.
by
A J.
Attorney-in-fac- t,
Interrieden,
it
wlios
postoffice address
is
Lordsburg,
Grant
County, New Mexico, nai r.isde appli.-ntlofor
ror-'oa mineral patent for the Okley lode mining
claim. Survey No. 10-- 0, situate in Virginin mining District, in the County of Grant
1
No.
thence S. A3
min. W. ni,d Str'a of New Mexico, covering
along
12V 7.20
to Cor. No. J; thence N. 30
ft.
lode
and vein of sume from th
MISKBAL APPLICATION SIÍKIAL NO. dig. 55 min. W. 691.79 ft. to Cor. No. 1, the
diKcuvery point S. 62 deg. 27 tnin. W. 11H3.3I1
Containing 2.976
012110 1.
tiie place of beginning.
27 min. E. 2C5 ft. and
ieet and N. 62 di-;
United State Lund Office, La Cruces, acres, after excluding .054 acres in colocated 111 SW'i NEVi, SEVi NWyi NE
nfie,
Battleship
with
Sur. No. 15.2
Now Mexico, Oct 30, 1916.
, and NV't SEU, Sec. 12, T. 23 S., It,
SWl,
.177 acre
in conflict with Ciia Idon.tcr
19 W., N. M. P. M., described
i follows I
Notice la hereby given that 85 Mining Lode. Sur. No. !59i, and .9J9 acres in conBeginning
at Cor. No. 1, a quurts
Company, a corporation, by A. J. Iiuler-riedeattorney
whoso pustof-fic- e flict with Lookout Lode, Sur. No. If.d'J ; rock 7 x 16 Ins., 7 ins. above the ground,
in
fact,
Its
1012-FLi'de, with mound
address Is Lordburu;, New Aiextco, .017 acres in contlijt with
1
of Btone chi.ielcd
1Ü20,
has mudrt application for a United States Su- - No. 1617, and ll.STj acre in conflict whence tho 14 Sec. Cor. on East boundary
patent for the I'LAYMATK lode miiniiK with Hobtton Lode, Sur. No. 1616.
12,
T. 23 S., R. 19 W., N.
Sec
claim. Mineral Survey No. l."y(i, situate
This claim Is adjoined on the N. E. and of
M. P. M., bears S. 71 dig. 31 min. E.
In Viriginia Mining. District, County ot
by
Napoleon Lode.
E.
G, E.
Waldo.
(irant and State of New Mexico, covering Claimant
1469.1 ft. : thence
N. 86 deg . 66 min.
; Okley
lode, Sur. No. 1020, and
2i;3 ft. of the flaymate lode in a N. 84"
W. 696.68 ft to Cor.
No. 2; thence
S.
Dewey
Lode, Sur. No. 1017, with which
52' K. directiJn from the dipcovery point
deg.
62
26
W.
1448.20 ft to Cor.
min.
and 2U0.47 ft. thereof in a direction S. K4
it conflicts, 86 Mining Coinpnn, claim8
;
deg.
No.
65
S.
thence
36
E.
696.14
min.
In
and
therefrom,
situate
the
52' W.
SK'i anta of both lodes ;
un
the S. by
Sec. 12. T. 23 S., R 19 VV of the N. M. the Johnson Lode,
ft to Cor. No. 4; thence N. 62 ft 27
with whicn it conN. 49 deg. 80 min. E., 600 feet to corner No.
P. B. ft M , and more particularly describmin. E. 1448.30 ft. to Cor. No. 1. the plac
flicts, Interrieden and Johnson, claimants;
4; thenca N. 6 dcg. 09 min. W., 1264.72 feet ed as follows:
Containing 16.V82 a.res. alter
of beginning.
to corner No. 1, tha place of beginning, conBeginning at Cor. No. 1, a porphyry Battleship Lode, Sur. No. 1692. with which excluding 1.068 acre
in conflict with
taining a net area of 10.112 acre, expressly stone, 7x14x18 Ins. set 12 Ins. In the it conflicts,
W.
T. Scarborough et al, 86 Lode,
Sur. No. 1430: 2.4X0 acres in
excluding area in conflict with Gold Spik
ground, chiseled X on top and
from claimants, and on the W. by the Gila conflict with
Dewey
Lode.
Sur. No. 1617,
which the K.1 Cor. Sec. 12, T. 23 S., R. 1
No. 8,' of 0.M)
Monster Lode and Lookout Lode,
acres, and Link lode, unsurSur.
W., N. M. P. B. ft M. hears N. 63 64' K No. 1692. with which it conflicts. W. and .030 acres in conflict with Hobsoa
veyed, of 8.996 acres.
Lode, Sur. No. 1616.
1522
dlst., and running thence 8. 17
Beginning at corner No. 1, 17' B.ft.220.10
"DULUTH."
This
ft. to Cor. No. 2; thence 8. T. Scarborough, et ai. claimants.
This claim is adjoined on tha N. by
Lode,
claim also conflicts with Hubson
tha N. E. corner, whence Cor. to Sees. 7, 12. 84" 52' YV. 613.47 ft. to Cor. No. 3; thenco
Napoleon
Lode.
G. E. Waldo, Claimant
;
1
13, 18, T. 17 S., R.
W., of the N. M. P. N. 17 17' W. 2M.10 ft. to Cor. No.
Sur. No. 1616, which It crosses. 85 Minon the E. by Friday lode, with which hi
adB. and M. boars N. 67 05' K. 7557.38 thence N. 84 52' K. 613.47 ft to Cor. No. ing Company, claimants.
No other
1, the place of beginning, containing, exjoining or conflicting claims are known. conflicts, 86 Mining Company, claimant,
u mill. Vv.,
feci; Lie,.t.-tec.
vi uv
of conflict with Nevada lode, Surand the Belle Tower lode, with wlucn
it
to corner No. 2 ; thence 8. 1 deg. 09 min. clusive
vey No. 1431, 1.263 aerea
The location notice of thia claim la recorded conflicts, G. E. Waldo, Claimant: on th
E., 1006.48 feet to corner No. 8 ; thence N.
or
Is
of
this
claim
by
notice
Triangle
location
The
S.
In
Lode,
tha
County
the
th
office
of
with
of
Clerk
whlclt
deg.
67
26 min. E., 471.64 feet to corner No.
record In the office of tho County
Grant County, New Mexico, in Book 17, it conflicta, J. L. Augustine, Claimants
4 ; thenc N. 12 deg. 24 min. E.. 393.62 feet to of (irant County. New Mexico, at piiKO 27
by the 66 lode, Sur. No.
wuicn it
corner No. 6 ; thenc N. 1 deg. 09 min. W., in Book 30 of Mining locations, and an at Page 634, of Mining Location, and conflicts and by the Dewey 1430. withNo.
lode. Sur.
1617,
arnenilutory location notice thereof is of
680.1 feet to corner No. 1. the place of beamendatory
the
location
Book
thereof
in
with which it conflicts, 85 Mining Comrecord in u;iid otfice at page 1J5 in Book
ginning, containing a net area of 10.993 acres
30 of Mining Locations.
pany, cluimants, and on the W. by th
10, Pag
136.
exprensly excluding area in conflict with Gold
Hob-toLode, Sur No. 1GI6, with which it ens.
This claim is adjoined on the North by
JOHN L. BURNSUJE. Register.
Spike No. 8. of 0.092 acres, and Link lode unHenry Clay lode. Survey No. 70; on tho
filets, and the Schley lode, Sur. No. 1618.
surveyed. area nominal.
Nov. 6. 1915.
South by Nevada lode. Survey No. 1431, First Publication:
Mining
Company,
claimant
of both
with which it conflirts. nnt on toe West Last Publication:
The location notices of these claims ar
Dec. 31. 1916.
lodes.
No other adjoiniug
or conflicting
No. 12Ü4.
No
recorded in the ofHce of the county clerk oí by Dundee lodo, Survey
claims known.
conflicting
or
adjoining
claim
other
Grant county, New Mexico, as follows;
Tne location notice of this claim is recorded
known.
Alaliama, Uook 80. Mining Locations, Paget
MINERAL APPLICATION. SERIAL NO.
in the ofilce of the Recorder of Deed
JOHN L. BURNSIDE.
;
0
Grant County New Mexico,
in Book, 2S
Register.
CizüoY
Alabama No. 2, Book 80, Mining Locations,
of Mining Issations, at Page 384, and
First Publication Nov.
page 160 ;
United States Land Office, La Cruces, th
amendatory
i
location
recorded fa
Gold Spike No. 1, Book 80, Mining LocaLast Publication Dec.
Book 80. at Page 134.
New Mexico,
Nov. 2. 1916.
tions, pane 163 ;
given that 85 Min
JOHN L. BURNSIDE, Register.
Notice Is hereby
Gold Spike No. X, Book 80, Mining Locations,
Nov. 6. 1915.
First Publication:
page 163 ;
MINKUAL APPLICATION SKEIAL NO. lng Company, a corporation, by A. J. Last
Publication:
Dec 81, 1U1S.
012603.
Gold Spike No. 3, Book 80, Mining Locations
Interrieden,
its Attoreey-jn-l'act- ,
whne
pag 164 ;
United States Land Office, Las Cruces, postoffice address is Lordurg, Grant
No.
8. Book 30, Mining Locations
Jim Crow
County, New Mexico, hts made uppiicatioa for
Now Mexico, Oct 30, 1915
NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR U. 8.
page 672 :
patent for 'he Dewey lude mining
Notice is hereby Klven that 85 Mining a mineral
PATENT
Grand Central Tunnel Site, Book 30, Mining
SurveyNo . 1617 situate in Virginia Klin-ni- g
e'aim,
by A. J. Indei
corporation,
a
Company,
Minsral Survey No. 1628
Locations, pace 162 ;
District, in tarn County of Grant,
ricden, its attorney In fact, whose post-offic- e
iiomcMuke No. 2, Book 30, Mining LocaSerial No. 012539.
address is ljordsburg. New Mexico, and State of New Mexico, covering along
luis minie application for a United Suites tha lode and vdn of same from the
tions, fiaxe 164 ;
Oí lice. Las Cruoaa,
United Slates
mining
lode
patent
tor
liKl.OlT
the
claim.
Dululh, Book 30. Mining Locations, page
point S. 80 deg. 69 min. W. 1368 ft
New Mexico. October 23. 1H5
Mineral Survey No. 1601, situate In Vir- discovery
and N. bO dty. 69 min. E. 1- 3- ft.
Mining DiMrlct, County of tlrant
ginia
Notir is hereby given Unit Torreroca MinTh names of the adjoining claims to thb
and State of New Mexico, covering 14i,0 and located in SWV4 NEV4 SEVi NWi, ing Company, whose postol Ace address la Du-lutsurvey are: on the north, Carrie M, Pay ft of the Hcloit lode in a S. 3V r,.V W. diNh',i SWVi and NWC, SE,i of Sec 12.
Minnesota, has made application for paa-- nt
Big
discovery
50
shaft and
Car, and
Four lodes, unsurveyed ; on the rection from tho
ft T. 23 S., P. 19 W.. N. M. P. M..
for the Jim Crow Extension lode mining
east. Three Brothers, Red Prince and Tunnel thereof In a direction N. 3s" 55' 12. thereBeginning at Cor.
described as follows:
12,
tho
from,
in
Sec.
Bituate
SWÍ4
and
:laim. slluted In th Steeple Rock mining
lodes. Survey No. 1012; on the south and west,
the NWV Sec. 13, the NKVi 11)Sic. 14 and the No. 1, a porphyry rock 9 x 10 ins..
apdistrict. Grant county. New Mexico,
Gold King and Homestakc lodes. Survey No.
ground,
W., N. M. P. In, abov
with a mound o'. proximately th NE'4, Sec. 23, T. 17 S.,in
SK' Sec. 11. T. 23 S., 11.
It 8t
1012 and No. 1148.
B. ft M., and more particularly described
ton
chiseled 1 1617, whence the V
W.. N. M. P. B. and M. unsurveyed, describe
as follows :
boundnry of Sec
Sec Cor. sn the Ea.-;- t
John L. Ditrnside
a follows:
2, T. 28 8., R. 19 W., N. M. P. M.
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a granite atone,
Register
"JIM CROW EXTENSION.!' Beginning at
6x10x24 In., set 14 Ins. In the ground, bear
N. 76 deg. 83min. E. 1349.7 ft.
corner No. 1, the N. E. corner, whence Cor.
First Publication Nov.
from whii-chiseled X on top and
1
N.
deg.
60,
thenca
W.
69 min.
Sec. 7. 12. IS and TH, T. 17 S., Its.
14,
to
V,
23
19
1
T.
Cor. Sec.
S., 11.
tho K.
W.,
Last Publication Doc.
to Cor. No. 2 : thence 8. 80 deg. 69 min. V.
ft
N. M. P. B. ft M., hears H. 0" 12' W. 2048.42
W., of th N. M. Pt B., and M. bear N. 61
8
1
No.
deg.
to
1600
Cor.
:
69
thenca
L
'running
5(1'
mln.
ft
21"
N.
ft. dtst., and
thence
deg. 17 min. E., 9242 feet; thenc S. 73 deg.
MINERAL APPLICATION BURIAL NO. Wr. 595.5 ft to for. No. 2 ; theme N. 3S' 600 ft' to Cor. No. 4 ; thenc N. 80 dcg. 6
66 min. W., 448.14 feet to corner No. 2 ; Cisne
5.1' K. 1500 ft. to Cor. No. 3; thence 8. 21
min. E. 1500 ft to Cor. No. 1, th plac
012006.
S. 49 dcg. 23 mln. E 629.46 feet to corner
K. 6U6.5 ft. to Cor. No. 4 ; thence S. 3d
of beginning. Contulning 9.930 acres, aft
United States Land Office, La Cruces. 60'
No. 8; thence N. 78 deg. 66 mln. E., 1 foot
65' W. 1500 it. to Cor. No. 1, the place of
excluding
6.698
acres In conflict wit:
New Mexico, Oct. 30, 1915.
beginning, contuinlng, exclusive of conto corner No. 4 ; thenc N. 8 deg. 09 min.
I
flict with MohaK lode, survey No. 1430, 86 Lode, Sur. No. 1430; .656 acre
536.68 feet to corner No. 1. th plac of beNotice 1 hereby Klven that 85 Mining
Carlo lode, survey No. 1430, 13.679 conflict with Henry Clay lode, Sur. No ginning, containing a net area of 2.704 aerea,
Conipary, a corporation, by A. J. Inder-rieden- , and
acres.
70,
and 8.219 acre
in conflict
wit!
expressly excluding area in conflict with surIts attorney in fact, whose post-offic- e
The location notice of this claim ts of Trianglfl Lode, unsurveyed.
vey No. 1012-B- .,
Jim Crow lod. of .007 acre.
address Is lot'dburg, New Mexico, record In the office of the County Clerk
1
adjoined
This claim
on th N. b:
Th location notlc of said claim I recorded
County,
New Mexico, at page Oi.ley Usie, Sur. No. 1820, with whic
Grant
ha made application for a United Statei of
In th office of th county clerk of Grant
22 in Book 30 of Mining
and
patent for the KKCKHAHT lode mining an amendatory location notice thereof is it conflict, 85 Mining Company, Claim
county. New Mexico, as follows:
claim, Mineral Survey No. 1606, situate of record in said office at pages 132 and ant, and Triangle Lode, with which I
Jim Crow ExMnsion, Book 80 of Mining;
conflicts, J. L. Augustine. Claimant
In Virginia Mining IMutrlct, County ol 133 in Book 30 of Mining locution.
oi
Location, pag
161.
la adjoined on the Kant by
claim
This
by
Bell
th
E.
th
Tower
will
Lod.
and
of
New Mexico, covering
Grant
State
Tha name of th adjoining claims ar: oa
the Ninety Nine lode. Hilrvey No. 1430, which it conflict. G. E. Waldo,
Claim-an- t
1100 ft, of the Reckhart lode In a S. 85
th
Survey
by
on
No. 1012-the Mohuk and Carlo
and
southwest
the South
Jim Cn
by
Lode,
and
th Southern
Sur. lod; on th southeast Survey No. 1018-16' W. direction from the discovery cut lodo, survey No. 1430, with both of which
No.
633,
Pry,
Mamalia
Claimanta
and
No
It
adjoining
or
conflicts.
other
con'
Gold Bug lode; on th northwest. Survey No.
and 400 ft thereof In a direction N. 35
fueling claim known.
on tha 8. by Henry Clay
Lod
Bur.
1012-Tunnel lod.
16'
therefrom, and situate in the NWÜ
No. 70. with which it conflicts.
JOHN I BURNSIDE,
Beo. 13, T. 23 8.. R. 19 W N. M. P. B.
John L. Burnsld
Copper Co..
by
Claimanta,
and
Regis'
r.
Registe
M . and mor
particularly described aa
th
Johnson Lode,
Interrieden
ft John-soFirst
Publication
Not.
FInt Publication Nov.
fallow :
Claimants, and on th W. by Hoa
Last Publication Dee
on Lod. Sur. No. 1616, and by th Schl'iy
Last Publication Deo
Beginning at Cor. No. 1. a porphyry
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The Lyall family of Steins were
visitors in
this week.

IN

i

'".ty

15c

ad

.Toe

r.rrio cf Clifton ha been a
in Lcrdsburg for the past

T

week.

25c

verything goes in Deming but year if we get together and pull
the tjlocks and they haven't got together. Let's get and let's pull.
tim.J
Automobiles have made mortgages
respectable Santa Fe New
grouch.
Bnjiish the
Mexican.
1

íWVvS,

'"r,r

II. Eisele, second hand man. - Wonder what the new year will
laming, was the fourth ivhito haye in store for this town ?
pcrsin born in the State of Kansas.
3
-EW'e can make it a prosperous

Many possess a great variety of
And may they be even mora than
merry
opinions but no convictions.

,"v: Síí--

W. W. Wilkey and fnmily of Dun
rnn, Ariz., were holiday visitors
here.

Plenty of Fun, Thrills
ami Un trr ta i n m c n t
-

LEDGE S OUTFITS

V.'M--

mas.

Act Shuhcrl
Fratute of Quality
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of the Liberal wan a
seat visitor during Christ
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DO YOU OWN OK CLAIM ANY PUBLIC LANDS?
Are you acquainted with the new laws and regulations governing
homesteads and desert land claims? If not, here are some important
itemt) of interest to you. Read the following list:

The De?Ue;

Homesteads If you havf filed and not made final proof
The cerne cf porfecticn. Conv
'you
filing a homestead and the land in question is
contemplate
or
if
plcte
$15.75
oulf.ts
from
to
i"0.OJ.
J. C. Steele of Sn Francisco is
For Our Regular Show
Twenty forms of ruling tv) choose too rough or cultivation is a poor possibility, you may have it deaignt-e- d
"''Mirnir.g in Lordsburg for
from.
as enlarged homestead land by presenting the General Land Qffice
"kiisrabe; the Price 5c and 10c week.
especially prepared petition and application. If you now have a
an
I
(JIhnrnlatcu J
O Mi'Cp'ilev has been down
to, or if you have not proved up (either instance) your chances
F.
patent
DIAMOND rROM THE SKY
ni!"!v ill with la grippe for scv- are excellent for 320 acres instead of 160. The fees are the same as
APPRECIATED II
ral dii.vs.
e
filing.
V''
in a
CANDIES"
Every
....
... GE:
if
UuH ilUHt
Buy 1G0 acres at $1.23 per acre If you have a valid homestead
Mrs. Aberbetie and family of
We tell so many of these
' ucíoi rre visiting Dr. and Mrs
title or hold a homestead entry to land, you may obtain 160 acres more
T. G. Ejron.
famously good chocolates that
adjoining you if it haa been open to entry for two years and i too
we can always supply any of the
85 Mine Directory
rough for cultivation, at $1.25 an acre undef a proviso to the Isolated
Ttic
.Jcvicl.
, ivct L.aw. Investigate the land adjoining you. A small fee will give
CJia3. E. Sullivan spent the
Ruatia and Coidmoy Hinding.
Johnston popular assortments.
Christmis holidays with friends at
And always Fresh
ou 1G0 acres more.
A serviceable outfit for $7.50. Larger
Silver City.
These are the kind you see
sizs, Í8.60.
We carry six forms of call at the office of
AUTO DELIVERY
ruling.
advertised in
Pelief to Desert Land Entrymen If you cannot comply with the
Perry Harper of Redrock his
the Saturday Evenino Post
desert
town
land laws within three years you can obtain an extension.. If
i"
visiting
his
wjth
and aro What Shm Wants!
!?. J
friends for a week.
you have spent $3.00 an acre on your desert land entry and cannot
jj
85 MINE STORE
secure a title you are permitted to homestead it. However, you must
0
? TM.n Tñnna
Rev. W. S. Huggett of the M. E.
i HE MINT CLUB
filed before July 1, 1914, to obtain the benefits of th3 relief.
have
mino
of fVio
, iun li x laca n,
biic
uiiucií hurch will oreach nt the 85 mine
Jcamp. Free Automobile De-FARIS V. BUSH, United States Commissioner
Olncy and V'cAUit-tc'amp tonight at 7:30.
Mivery anywhere in this viein- Lordsburg, New Mexico
rropneiuis
The
J. W. Johnson and family spe"t
Purchase, enlarged selection, or desert relief guaranteed or no fees
ity. Get Johnson's Prices Be- Full l.hnlá binding.
accepted.
b Christmas with Mrs. Johnson's
y fore You Buy.
A big value outfit for $5.00. Will
brother on the Gila river.
wear a lifetime. Six forms of ruling.
Justice Marsalis, Jack Stephens
OLD SHOES
rnd Ed Akers were visitorj in the
ounty seat Tuesday.
Made New.
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f the Methodist church will meet
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Bonncy Mining Company
8

Cusicm Assay Oííice
Assayers

GENTS' SUITS
&

aiud

at lliu

"rs.

lit Taso. Texas.

'The Clothes Doctor"

The

or

Proprietor
- Vegetables and
Groceries. PROMPT Deliveries
Phone No. 6 . 2 Rings

Stor North of S. P. Tracks

mine express and
iail haul. Harry Carroll is driv
ing tne machine.

The Christmas dance at th V. nf
great success and a
'irge crowd attended. Sid Robin- on, late of Juarez, and "Pe crcrv"
purnished the music.
P. hall was a

lOih St..
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Attorney at Iiw, Wilcox, Arizona J
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How's This?
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and
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Mrs. George Clvds-'"l- e
to Silver City last Friday
vhere Mrs. Clvdsdale will remnin
or the benefit of her health.
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LYMAN I!. HAYS
Mining Law a SpLcialty.
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-i- other-r.-law,

I
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has nut

trorg flow of water at a depth of

Fresh Meats,

I'racuce in t none larris ano

85 Mininir Company

in

Esby Wright has encountered a
2) feet on his desert land cMm
n Tomnkins canon.
A. A Wil.
'iams has been doing the drilling.
Jim Casner was in the city during Christmas visiting friends and
THOS. A. LISTER
relatives. Mr. Casner is now loVia 5a
cated in
wh
h 'oinor an Aloine.
It A I.
TA1
AM
excellent automobile bua- MIMNO I'lllll'tHliliN
g 'ness.
Urdsburg, New Mexico, j? Last Thursday night robbers entered the apartments of Fat Hoy
manager of the
and stole a large Bum of
money beside numerous personal
lía
belongings.
BARBER
SHOP I
PARLOR
Miss Clarella Thomas, proprie-'re- s
of the Demino.
Felix Jones, prep.
tudio and Sidney Kirkpatrick of
he state engineer's office at Santa
BATHi. L i N n R V AOF.SCT
1 Fe, were in Lordsburg Tuesday en
Next MiHir lo I'iioIUi
MKXICIlI oute to their homes after spending
NK
I.OIIIIHIIIIKO. '.he Christmasholidays at the Red
"O'0
Rock farm.

Adilrua

I

R P Rarne3 and mother
M. Rm-tn- i
spent the holi-'i'- s
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American Nat'l Insurance

cajjrtcit'

new automnhile frnclr

With Inauranca in

Franciitco Kurvla

r

-

Tordsburg-8- 5

Protect Yourself and Family

Bollar1'

SURPRISE GROCERY

I

IT

N.

STGRE COMPANY

s

Mes-""m- ct

Shop at Lordaburg Hotel

M

ClT-(tmn-

w'th their daughters.
Coon, Ritter and Walker
this city.

niKCH.tslfU
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Mr",

Smelters.

IXll'OLA,

ÍÍÍTT

The Dors"v fiimi'v hs
DontrHs. Ariz., where Mr Dorn.'(r3Eed in the automo- uile business.
C n. Fisher of the U. S. Geolog-il
Survev. was in the rit.v Tims.
ny on business connected with

ts
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Assayer and Chemist
for- Ore Slilppws
Aent Douglas

PRESSED 40c
PRESSED 15c

ar,í

Com-Tn-

of the 85 mine
with his family
'; Pi)T.! AHos returning to Lnrflii- uurg Sunday.

Arthur W. Houck

:FLOYD:

''Van rns Hon

I.

FOIi ORE SHIFTERS

P. O. Box 712

Prt-FEf-

&

Chemists-Metallurgis-

B

75c
SPONGED
TROUSERS

Mining

vin.

.ordsbui n

Critchett ti Ferguson
CI:

85

LORDSBURG.
i

So Mine.

&

"'reas for the
p-

l

ALI EN & LINKS, Prop.

IAi)Ii:S'

r
"fe
of the 8" mine spent
'p lr.st of the week in El Paso or

LorcMiurir.

in

iSL Elmo Barber Shop:

i

in
Grain
and Bindera' Cloth
Two sizes at $4.00 and $4.50.
forms of ruling.

THE WESTERN

-

opened an ASSAY

b'KM'K

Nonpareil
TheLevant
Cowhide
Bound

J. C. Henderson of Animas, was
n lxrdnburg on Tuesday and called on the Western Liberal.
Mr

Henderson and wife are taking a

trip to Globe and Phoenix by auto,
Rear of St. Elmo Bar

II. S. Gillum Prop.

wwvvvwvvvvvwwwvvww

and will be away about ten davs.
Mr. Henderson is making the trip
especially to visit his mother, who
is a resident of Globe, and is 85
years or aje.

Supplies Many Good Things to Eat
tJpon which this community is feasting every day,
Butter-CruBread and all kinds of Dread, Calces,
Pies, Doughnuts, Cookies and other good things, with
the tasty flavor of the home kitchen. Be sure to buy
' ' Where your Dollar does it 's duty. ' ' Get your orders
in early for your New Year's Fruit Cake and other
Phone 38.
Excellent bakery.
st

Six

Come in and see Unía oplendld
line. Get our Complete Catnlog.

The Wirnip's Missionary Society

'ANITAUON FIRST"
Now i.l S'iii'akp'. art Cam;)
s

Sheriff J. G. Cash of Greenlee
'fuirtv and his children were
ordsburg visitors Tuesday.

ií ASSAY OFFICE

.11 'fckmg
iHÜvt.-rie-

Josephine Rarger and May Rob-r- t
of Silver City arrived in Lords-úr- g
Tuesday evening.
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Asfiiiyers and Miners

ar Tlifa re

lit: S

marie in Lord stair
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HOWE
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Western Liberal force.

FR7.3H MEATS
IVunM

Stripy Firrt
PERRY

News is shy this week very shy
so don't put the blame on the

H. L. SWINK, Owner

Neatly Repaired

Nesch's Sanitary Bakery

Nesch's Sanitary Bakery

LIBERAL

NEW
ffnliTTÍTTTíP!

MEXICO

mm

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Office
a( Las Cruces, N. M., December 23. 1915.
Notice la hereby tfiven that Jamea R. Worth--nfftoof Hachi'a. N. M., who. on October 11,
entry No. 07616, for
1912, made
3E
Section 11, Township 30 S., Kanpe 16
W., N. M. P. M.Mldian, has filial n..ti.-- of
to make final three year proof, to
.tcb!ifh c'alm to the land above descrilied,
Uefoe Gtortre Edmonds, U. S. Coinmitinioner,
at
N. M., on the 6th day of February. 1016.
Claimant namea aa witnesses:
C. K. Jacobyon, Thomaa I. Rcrkley, Geo.
M. E.tiins, O. R. Parker, all of Hachita, N. M.
Dec. 81 Jan. 28
John L. Bumside, Register

OUR MOTTO

:

Revival Meetings

:

n
(

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION-Departmen- t
of the Interior, U. 8. Land Office
at Lai Cruces. N. M., December 23. 1015.
Notice la hereby given that Mrs. Eva
formerly Mrs. Eva HiKhnberg, of
N. M., who on September 3, 19H,
made homestead entry No. 0102JG, for NW',4
Section 23, Township 30 S., Kunpre 16 W.,
N. M. P. Meridian, haa filed notice of intention to make final commutation proof, to
establish claim to the land above described,
before (.enrice Edmonda, U. S. Commissioner,
at Hachita, N. M., on the 6th day of February. 1016.
Claimant namea aa witnesaea :
Jamea R. Worthintrton, Insley E. Pred-mor- e,
W. M. Upshaw, Dot Upshaw, all of Ha'
chita, N. M.
Dec. 81 Jan. 28
John L. Burnaide, Regiater
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at La Cruces, N. M., December 28, lfllfi.
Notice la hereby given that George Adams
Porter, of Steins, N. M., who, on December 14, 1915, made homestead entry No.
012828. for NWH, Section 22, Township 24
S., Range 20 W N. M. P. Meridian, haa filed
notico of intention to make final five year
proof,- to establish claim to the land above described, before Faría V. Bush. U. S. Commissioner, at Lord 'burg, N. M., on the 6th day
of February, 1916.
Claimant namea as witnesses:
W. W. Carlon. T. J. McCanU, T. A. Kerr,
of Steins, N. M. ; D. F. Sellards, of Lordsburg, N. M.
John L. Burnaide, Registev
Dec. 81 Jan. 28

J. H. Henson, Manager
Courteous Treatment, Quality, Service

Paul Nesch, Proprietor

it)

llr

Will begin at the
Lordsburg Methodist Church on Sunday January, 2nd.
Rev. G. H. Frcman
will be the evangelist
in charge.
Come every

eve-

ning.
Special Music and
Able Discources.

Don't forget Our
Regular Services at
the Church.
Sunday School and
Preaching Services

Sunday, Prayer
Meeting Wednesday
evening.

You'Are Welcome
to the;MrÉ!!ÍChurch.
.W. S. HUGGET, Pastor

REV. G. II. FORMAN

THE NEW

PLAN
Z E I G E R SKScS AND
UP

'
EL PASO, TEXAS
Mining
and
Cutero paticularly to
Cattlemen and their families.
Ladies' dinning room will Beat one hundred persons Buffet fo men will seat
3xty persons. Eleven private dining rooms for banqueta and private dinners,
v
will set ninety personB.
"

!

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, II. S. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M.. December 23, 1915.
Notice la hereby given that Edmond David
Wright, of Lordfcburg, N. M., who, on December, 18, 1915, made homestead entry No.
012900, for SEV',. Section 21, Township 24 THIS
jS THE BIGGEST
8., Range 20, W.. N. M. P. Meridian, has filtd
notice of intention tu make final three year
proof, to establish claim to the land above desrooo&eocoof
cribed, Utore Karia V. Bush, U. 8. Commissioner, at Lordhhurg, N. M., on the 7th day
of February, 1916.
Cla'inant names aa witnesses:
Robert Guess, W. W. Carlon, Jamea Everett, Bailey Smith, all of Steins. N. M.
John L. Burnaide, Register
Dec. 81 Jan. 28

LITTLE

HOTEL

ON THE

QYtfjuND

TRAIL

coeoco9Ceo9c jcgoooooooooocooocooogooooo;

Winter is here.

NOTICB FOR PUBLICATION
Department of tha Interior, U. B. Land Office
at Las Cruces, N. M.. December 28, 1915.
Notice ia hereby givn that Sam Kille-- ,
N. M., who on Decem
brew, of
ber. 14, 1915, made homestead entry Na.
012778. for SE'4, Section 15. Township ,24
8., Range 20 W., N. M. P. Meridian, haa .filed
notice, of intention to make final three year
proof, to establish claim to the land above desKaris V. Hush, U, 8. Commis
cribed.
sioner, at Lordnburg. N. M., on the 7th day
'
of February, 1916.
Claimant namea aa wltneasea :
J. A. Leahy, Mis Capitula Roberfeon, D.
F. Sellards. W. W. Carlon, all of Lordsburg,
N. M.
Dec 81 Jan. 28 John L. Burnaide, Register
.

Have you seen Red?

Surely you are going to have Red
to do that job of painting or paper
ing 'you have been puttine off so long.
Do it now and Red's prepared to do it
no wwith the best of Zinc paint.
When you think of paint also think of

Mc-Elg- in

